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TULANE'S PETITION

To tlie Grand Council of Kappa Psi
c/o Dr. A. R. Bliss. Jr.. G. R. and E.,
J4.1V Poplar Blvd., Memphis, Tenn.

Greeting:

We, the undersigned students in the Tul.ine Unl\ersity School of

Pharinacy, do hereby petition the Grand Council of the Kappa Psi

Fraternity for a charter as a collegiate chapter of said Order.
We do promise to abide by the constitution and by-laws of llic I In ler.

to do everything in our power to advance its interests and upliold
its good name, and to insure the successful continuation of the chapter
by the annual initiation of underclassmen of the proper caliber.
We herewith encloseour check to cover the charter fee, and the Grand

Council Membership Fees for each of the petitioners.
Respectfully submitted,

Kenneth Rupert Harris
LeRoy Corcoran
David Joseph Norman
Aaron Prescott V'erret

John Underwood Rochester
Herbert McLelland Coleman
Sam George Haddad
William Curtis Bayliss
Douglass Leo Stewart

' Roland Joseph Bousquet
William John Roberts, Jr.
.Alonzo Joseph Walter

Jewell Hilton Campbell
Oliver Eugene Wager
William Bishop Robertson
Bernard Harold Ford

George Leoi\ Werckley
Approved by: Wii.lum .Ai.i.kn" Prout, BE,

Assistant Professor of Pharmacy.

Note: Charter granted; chapter to he installed as "Beta-Theta."
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INSTALLATION OF BETA-THETA CHAPTER

111 I'KOiEssoK W. .A. Proit, B-H, Install ing Officer

The FJeta-Theta Chapter of the Kappa Psi Fraternity was installed on

the evening of January 12 in the Richardson Chemistry Building of the
Tulane University of Louisiana by Professors W. A. Prout of the School
of Pharmacy and J. (). Foley of the Department of Histology of the
School of Medicine.
The following faculty and members of the charter group were declared

full-fledged Knights of Psi:

Faculty: Dr. Frank J. Simon and Professor Ralph \V. Bost, and
charter members: William C. Bayliss, R. J. Bousquet, J. H. Campbell,
H. .M. Coleman, B. H. Ford, S. G. Haddad, K. R. Harris, D. J. .Norman!
W. J. Roberts.'Jr., William B. Robertson, J. U. RochesterljD. L. Stewart,A. P. \'erret, O. E. Wager, A. J. Walter, G. L. Werckley, and L. c'
Corcoran.
On the evening of January 17 the following oifcers were elected:
Regent, D. J. Norman; Vice Regent, K. R. Harris; Secretary, J. H.

Campbell; Assistant Secretary, William B. Robertson; Treasurer, H. M.
Coleman; Chaplain, L. C. Corcoran; Historian, G. L. Werckley; Grand
Chapter Deputy, Professor W. .A. Prout.
While it was deemed advisable to include only advanced students in the

charter group, the chapter has pledged a goodly number from the fresh
man class, and those who are eligible for membership according to the
scholastic rules as laid down by the University, will be initiated at an
early date. Following are the pledges of the chapter: .A. E. .Ayo, Jr,
William T. Brown, R. Blackledge, A. E. Brent, L. T. Frev, Jr., J. J.
Grado, C. B. Kirchmeier, E. D. .Mizell, H. G. .Naremore, and (',. I).
Wright.

THE TULANE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA

1 liMOkir.\i. .St.\tement

The Tulane l'ni\-ersity of Louisiana comprehends the following: the
College of .Arts and Sciences, the College of Engineering, the H. Sophie
Newcomb Memorial College for Voung Women, the Faculty of Graduate
Studies, the College of Law, the College of -Medicine, the College of
Commerce and Business .Administration, the courses for teachers and the
summer schools. The College of .Medicine includes the Schools of
Medicine, Pharmacy, Dentistry, and the Graduate School of .Medicine
(Polyclinic). The College of Engineering includes courses in .Mechanical.
Electrical, Civil, and Chemical Engineering and .Architecture. The H.
Sophie Newcomb Memorial College includes, in addition to the usual
college course, the Schools of .Art and .Music.

.As now constituted, the Tulane University of Louisiana is the result
of a contract entered into in 1884 by the State of Louisiana and the
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Board of .Administrators of the Tulane l-^ducalion.il fund. The contnict

placed the existing University of Louisiana under the perpetual care of
the Tulane administrators, with .ill its property, powers, privileges,
immunities, and franchises, and with all such powers as might be
necessary to enable them to "foster, maintain, and develop a great uni
versity in the city of New Orleans." By the act. No. 4,^ of the Session of
1884, making this contract, the name of the institution was changed to

The Tulane University of Louisiana.
The starting point of the University of Louisiana was the organization

of the Medical College of Louisiana, in September, 1834. This institution
was chartered .April 2, 1835; and in March, 1836, it issued the first degrees
in medicine or science ever conferred in Louisiana or the Southwe.?t.
The greatest epoch in the educational history of the state of Louisiana

began with the donation by Paul Tulane. in 1882, of his New Orleans
property for the higher education of "the white persons in the city
of New Orleans." Though at the time a resident of Princeton,
New Jersey, Mr. Tulane had been for many years a merchant in
New Orleans, where the foundation of his fortune was laid. He
called in consultation Mr. James McConnel, Sr., of New Orleans,
his attorney, and General Randell Lee Gibson, then United States
Senator from Louisiana, and together they selected a board of
trustees who incorporated themselves under the title of "The
Administrators of the Tulane Educational Fund." To these administra
tors, Mr. Tulane transferred the property which he desired to donate to

educational purposes. Mr Tulane's first donation of real estate was

valued at about 8363,000. He subsequently made other donations, until
the amount given by him reached the sum of 81,050,000. It was his

expressed intention to add largely to this sum; but, as he died without a
will, these intentions were never carried out. Mr. Tulane died in Prince
ton, New Jersey, on .March 27, 1887.
In 1886, Mrs. Josephine Louise Newcomb, whose husband, Warren

Newcomb, was formerly a highly esteemed sugar merchant of .New
Orleans, donated to the Tulane Educational Fund "the sum of 8100,000
to be used in establishing the H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College,
in the Tulane University of Louisiana, for the higher education of white

girls and young women." In thus perpetuating the memory of an only
child, Mrs. Newcomb enabled the Tulane administrators to round out

the ideal of a university by the creation of an institution that would

give to women all the educational advantages which had before been
offered only to men. The Newcomb College was a matter of the greatest
personal interest to Mrs. Newcomb to the time of her death, which
occurred .April 7, 1901. She added largely to her original endowment, and
enabled the board to build the handsome group of buildings in which the

College is now domiciled. By her will, the Universiry was made her

residuary legatee, and has recei\'ed an additional bequest of about

82,700,000.
In 1910, Mr. Stanley (). Thomas bequeathed the sum of .S00,()00 to

the Univcrsit>' for the erection of a iuiiUling for educational purposes, to
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be known as the Stanley Thomas Hall. By the action of the Ho:ird of
Administrators a building for the college of Engineering was erected.
These are the outstanding gifts, but there are others, too numerous to

mention in this sketch of the University.
The Department of Pharmacy was established in 1X8.5, and is now ,i

School of Pharmacy in the College of Medicine. The School of Pharmacy
holds membership in the .American .Association of Colleges of I'harmacy.
The degree of Graduate in Pharinacy is conferred at the end of the three-
year course. .A four-year course, offering the Bachelor of Science degree
is under consideration.

PROF. W. A. PROUT. Beta-Xi PROF. R. W. BOST

InstaUing Officer of Beta-Theta Beta-Theta

Chapter

K'l' MEN ON FACULTY

WILLIAM ALLIN PROUT. Ph.G., Ph.C, B.Sc, A.M.

Ph.G., University of North Carolina. 1921; Ph.C, Ibid.. 1922
B.Sc. University of Nebraska. 1923; A.M., Ibid.. 1924
Beta-Xi Chapter of Kappa Psi, University of North Carolina
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity. University of Nebraska
Assistant in Toxicology, University of North Carohna, 1921-22
Assistant in Physiology and Pharmacology, University of Nebraska. 1922-23
Assistant Instructor in Pharmacology. University of Nebraska. 1923-24
Assistant Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacology, Tulane University

of Louisiana. 1924-
Registered Pharmacist. State of Louisiana. 1925

RALPH WALTON BOST. A.B.. A.M.

A.B.. Newberry College, 1923
A.M., University of North Carolina, 1924
Pi Kappa Delta, forensic fraternity; Sigma Xi, honorary scientific fraternity; Tau

Chi Sigma, local chemical fraternity ; Tulane University
Instructor at Newberry College. 1923-24
Fellow in Chemistry, University of North Carolina. 1923-24
Instructor in Chemistry, Tulane University of Louisiana, 1924-
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JAMES OWEN FOLEY

Dr Foley is a graduate of the Oregon Agricultural College with the degrees of

Ph.G., Ph.C , and B.Sc. in Pharmacy, and M.S. in Zoology, and the degree of

Ph.D.' of the University of Wisconsin in Zoology.
v,��, D.:

He is a member of the Beta-Zeta and Beta-Ps, Chapters of the Kappa Ps>

pharmaceutical fraternity. Gamma-Delta chapter of Theta Kappa Ps, medical fra

ternity Tau Kappa Epsilon social fraternity. Gamma Alpha graduate scientific

fraternity. Phi Sigma honorary biological fraternity, Rho Chi honorary pharmaceu
tical fraternity, and Sigma Xi honorary scientific fraternity.

At the present time Dr Foley is an instructor of Microscopic Anatomy in the

Department of Anatomy of the School of Medicine of the Tulane University of

Louisiana.

DR. JAMES O. FOLEY

Beta-Zeta. Beta-Psi. Beta-Theta

KAPPA PSI AND THE ALL-PHARMACY BUILDING

Leo.n- Monell, Ph.C, Ch.E., Gamma and Gamma-Iota

.Assistant Professor of Pharmacy, University of Buf)

Kappa Psi, the oldest pharmaceutical fraternity, owes its present
existence to pharmacy. Why should not each and every member pledge
his share to the all-pharmacy building fund? I think every member,
whether or not practicing pharmacy, today, should contribute some

thing. However, for the students in college, this is a more serious

proposition. The expenses for tuition, books, board, and room may

be too much for them to contribute, individually, at the present time.

This, however, ought not to prevent each and every active chapter
from taking out a subscription to the Building Fund. I am writing
this as an appeal to all the live-wire, real. Kappa Psi spirited chapters,
to follow the example of the Gamma-Iota Chapter of the School of

Pharmacy of the University of Buffalo. They have taken out a pledge
in the name of their chapter and thus show their loyalty, first, to Kappa
Psi, second, to pharmacy. Kappa Psi should take a lead on this im

portant all-pharmaceutical project. Ho-ai many chapters -will follow the lead

of Gainma-Ioteif
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THE PASSING OF THE COUNTRY DOCTOR

"Sometimes he cured, often he relieved, always he comforted."

I\ni( Gidiiini, I'h.M., I'hiladelplii.i, I'.i.

.A loneU ro.ul le.iding into gloom>- hills; ,t (lre,ir\', iniproniisin^ roail

that offers but little joy to the weary traveler who would plod its un

even way to reach his destination. A lileak landscape robbed by chill
November of all its charms of other da>'s. f^ain, cold rain, beating,
drizzling rain, that seeps and soaks and permeates through every
known protection. .And o\'er the sodden road, swinging from rut to

puddle, rolls an old-fashioned four-wheeled buggy, drawn li\- a tire i

horse.
The animal, weary with lifting its weighted hoofs out of the guiiiiiu'

mire, wanders along with an enduring patience and dangling reins

that rarely jerk to tightness, tell the story of the driver's total trust
in good old Dobbin's judgment. Behind the black oiled canvas

that drapes over the front of the carriage sits the driver, the country
doctor, silent in contemplation, and changing his posture only rarely
and then to ease a tired muscle or soothe an aching joint. The whin

nying winds blow bulging pockets in the carriage co\'erings, and tall

cedars, lone sentinels of plebeian boulevards, grudgingly sway their

tips in the swirling air currents, as o\'er the bending roads these children
of the storm pursue their tedious mission.

Soon they come to the foot of the hills, where lack of timber tells
the tale of a hardy pioneer's clearing. And just below the timber-
line is the end of the journey, the little cabin whence came the call
that brought the doctor to his duty. The buggy stops under a covered
shed, and the master of Dobbin steps down, ties his faithful steed to

a hitching post, and walks on toward the lowly cabin. In his hand
he carries a small leather case, his vade mecum in emergency', laden
with precious balms and healing lotions. In it are little vials filled with

murky concentrations, potent antagonists of human dissolution, pellets
and pills fashioned in a pharinacy, and designed from an expansive
materia medica. The bowels of the earth, where the minerals lie, and

plants that grow upon its face; animals that roam the green fields, and
the creatures that creep upon the unploughed wilderness, all have
contributed to this small store of healing agents, the contents of the
little black grip. .Aloes from darkest Africa; India's choicest poppy
-juice; essence of the Jesuit bark from hot Peru; gums and aromatic
oils from .Arabia; bitter rhubarb fr(nii China land; herbs and leaves
from the little Emerald Isle; mellow oils from sunny France; made up
mull from German mills, and the wealth of America's drugs�all of these
and more are in the little vials and bottles that comprise the fighting
armamentarium of the honest old doctor of the countryside.
Follow him into the cabin. Waiting for his coming is the mother;

mother of the hillside cabin; mother of the better America; mother
(li men who h;i\'e come from the mountains to niiinld the destinies of
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a great nation; mother of men who have come with the abiding strength
of the cedars and the sturdy reliance of the great oaks to lead their

nation to pinnacles of liberty and to the feet of God; mother of Lincoln,
of (larfield� that is the mother of the cabin at the foot of the hills.

And waiting at the door for his coming is this mother, whose first

born child is ailing, the child whose racking pains he comes to quiet
or mitigate. The lines of her loving face, the eager, hopeful stare of

her tired eyes give mute testimony to a long and loyal vigil at the bed

side of the little sufferer. Her tale of the patient's plight is soon un

folded, and the doctor goes on to the bedside, where the anxious, care
worn father, son of the soil, also keeps his vigil. The father rises and

greets the doctor with the customary respectful silent handshake and

retires to the shadows to watch with hopeful eyes the man who brings
confidence back to his heart, and assurance that Death shall not come

by his threshold to claim the first-born son. Upon the humble cot lies

the troubled infant, sick almost unto death. His little Cupid face,
that but yesterday gleamed with ruddy colors from Nature's own

palette, and carried the smile that knows no guile or pain, today burns

consumingly in the torrid heat of the fever furnace. The little lips
that yesterday pouted in happy contentment are now convulsively
moved in painful grimaces. The eyes that before danced in innocent

ecstacy, today are pallid and heavy. Life in him finds little room and

time for ornament and expression; it only seeks the right today to

exist in the frail little vessel which Death would shatter and destroy.
To him comes the doctor, the old country doctor, that steady enemy

of over-eager Death. .And Death finds in this country doctor no mean

antagonist. For though he fights single-handed, he fights with faith
and open confidence, and his weapons are keened in experience and

strong with steady use. Beside the bedside he sits now in pensive
thought. He watches the patient from a background of a long and
rich experience. Gently and painstakingly he proceeds to build his
chain of tests and trials that will prove the nature of the grim disease.
His stock in trade of laboratory adjuncts is the little glass instrument
that records the fever's reaction, and the disc of taut celluloid that he

presses over the heaving breast and connects with his own ears. He

hearkens to the little heart's wild beatings as it speeds in reckless pace
to counteract the stifling toxins that would press its life away.

Through the pitter-patter of the rain drops upon the shingle roof
he listens knowingly to the message of his deftly handled stethoscope.
A measure then of the wrist pulsations, the ominous taps upon the

heaving chest, a searching glance into the inflamed throat, the careful

lifting of a heavy eyelid; these are the laboratory tests of this gentle
man of science. Now and again a soft spoken question to the parents,
and then some more percussion. Finally comes the diagnosis. No

need has he of smeared slide or oil immersed lens, no loop or needle,
blood, or agar slant. His clinical laboratory is in and on his finger tips.
Tension of alveolar air need find no record here by way of colorimeter
or complicated tools. The child's dyspnea is "sign complete" to him
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of acid hunger. The apple-scented breath is proof enough of ketone
crises. The fleeting heart, the creaky bronchioles, the rasjiing, unpro
ductive cough, the damming of the lungs, proclaim to him in louder
tones than all the tests of science. Pneumonia he calls it, and pneumonia
it is.
Thus out ol the m.ize ol iiidittrrent, confusing, misleading s\iilp-

toms he unwittingly but unfailingly picks the presenting symptoms,
and goes on to the diagnosis. He cares not what numerical type the
infection might be, nor what the "blood count" registers. Let the

leukocytes carom in merriness and unnumbered as long as they attend
to the business in hand. Let the mild-mannered guinea-pig and long-
tailed mouse comfort and serve his more exacting brother practitioner
in the scientific city, who wastes precious moments in confirming diag
noses when life may refuse to spare the time and wait.
In the cabin he is done for all time with the diagnosis. Ili^ is now

the business of treatment. Carefully he opens the cabin windows
in spite of beating rain. Out goes the humid mustiness of the heated

indoors, and in comes the air of the highlands, clean with the fragrance
of moist pines and spicy cedars. The old doctor now turns to his peri
patetic dispensary and selects with e\'ident care the weapons with which
to fight the dread disease. Into a willow cup, half-full with crystal
water, he measures the chosen tinctures. Then, when well mixed, he
hands it to the mother, and with very definite instructions bids her to
be regular in its administration. An admonition to keep the patient
warm and quiet and free from draughts terminates the visit. The
doctor picks up his top hat and his precious medicine bag, and without
ostentation hurries back to Dobbin and his other sick patients.
Not a word of hope or a promise to return has he left with the eager

parents, but they know full well that he comes again tomorrow. In
him amply rests their every hope. Well they know that if human skill
can restore their only child to a measure of health again, his welfare
rests in able hands. Their faith in the old doctor is sublime and beauti
ful. So they return to their vigil with fervent prayers on their lips and
fulsome hope upon their breasts. And a listening, willing God sees

to the fulfillment of their every hope.
That is the picture� in the backwoods of Kentucky, in the rolling

plains of Michigan, among the pines of Pocono, along the shores of

Maryland, out in the torrid sun of the prairies, in the broad wastes

of the Texan sands, where the mesquite blows down Mexico way,
between the snow-clad peaks of bleak Alaska�everywhere that men

gather and rear their families�everywhere that sickness parades
through human habitations.
The picture is no idle fantasy. But it is a picture that increasingly

loses its reality. It is a picture that is soon to pass into oblivion.
For the leaders in medical training today have mapped for students

of the profession an education that turns them out of the service of

rural communities into the more specialized and easier task of at

tending to the bodily welfare of city dwellers. The road of the country
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doctor is too hard for them to travel, and there is little incentive for

the highly trained graduate to seek his duties along the lonely trail

that leads into gloomy hills.

The men presently responsible for medical training have scrapped
without mercy the smaller schools that gave these countrymen their

basic training. They have made it impossible for the smaller colleges
to function, deliberately wrecked them�now the pendulum swings
back again. The reaction from the insane super-standard prerequisites
is being felt. Men and women of the countryside have as much right
to demand ready medical service as their brothers and sisters in town

and city. And medical attention they will have.
Listen! Here is the message of the president of a large university

delivered to a recent gathering of medical alumni: "We have made
the great mistake in medical education, we have set the standards

uniformly high. We have throttled the lesser schools; we have failed
to appreciate that we could not supply the demand for practicing
doctors if we insisted on the rigid enforcement of our educational

prescription. Let us go back to the lesser schools and give them the

right again to train our doctors. We used to say that small schools
did not turn out good doctors, but only half-trained doctors. But

toda>' we admit that half a doctor is better than not a doctor at all."
We take no issue with this gentleman's viewpoint, even if we do

know that not all half-trained doctors have come from the smaller
schools.
But we do feel that he has heard the call of the backwoods in Ken

tucky; he has sensed the cry of the sickly child and the beck of the

waiting mother of the hillside cabin, and he knows that unless the bars

are soon lowered there shall some da\' be no one to answer to the frenzied
call.

He has seen the progress of the quack, the filling coffers of the charla
tan� the isms, the cults, the paths, and ics, and he knows their menace

to honest medicine.
He has seen the writing on the wall, and he understands its meaning.

WHAT PRICE PROGRESS?

The Stake of the investor in the development of Chemistry
Bv Ht(;H F.\KRi;i.i., Financial Edilor, New York Commercial

Nu.mber Four

Eternal research is the price of sur\-i\-al in modern industr\-. No

in\'estor or banker can feel sure that his interest in any security is
secure in the absence of the assurance gi\'en by the knowledge that
science is on guard.
The man who is interested in the status guo does not cling to the

present because he does not foresee the future�his in\estment, his
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business, and his living are all tied to old methods and old notions,
and he cries out against change�he scoff's and derides and then im

plores the sun to stand still. liut the sun sho' do move. This man

knows, as those about to die are said to know, that his time has come.

The coinpan\' which clings to fuel-wasting boilers or cumbersome
machinery which consumes three or four times the necessary power,
or which is eternally unnecessarily shutting down for replacements
or repairs, is as certain to perish as the industry whose product the
chemist suddenly begins to pluck out of the air or the sea. Competition
at home and abroad will take care of that. The producer who survives
is the producer whose technical ad\'isers know what is going on in the

world, and whose executives know how and when to apply their knowl

edge.
Inquirs' into the dependence of the securities of each listed company

upon science and chemistry is impossible, but the approximate ac-

curac>' of the assertion that practically e\'ery security is more or less

dependent upon them can be tested in a very simple way.

Right now, while this is being written, without knowing what stock
I shall hit, I am going to count down to the tenth stock on the trading
list of the New York Stock Exchange for Thursday, May 21, 1925,
and attempt to tell you something about how the \ahie of that particular
stock is related to scientific research and control.
The tenth stock on that list is .Allis-Chaliners 7 per cent preferred

of which 400 shares were dealt in on that day. If 1 had selected the
stock instead of taking it on a chance I could hardly have hit upon a

security that is directly related to chemistry and science to the extent

that this one is.

Allis-Chalmers manufactures the machinery which is used in several
of the industries which are classed as basically chemical, two of these

being the cement and sugar industries. All of the processing in sugar
is chemically controlled and sugar as we know it is practically a chemical

product. The same thing is true of cement.
At this moment both of these industries are confronted with new

processes and products which may revolutionize them. Obviously a

company which is engaged in manufacturing machinery is bound to

keep itself informed about possible changes in the industries it serves,
for new processes mean new types and qualities of machinery, and
fore-knowle 'ge of coming changes means money in the pocket of in
vestors. Allis-Chalmers also manufactures gas, oil and steam engines,
air-brakes, air-compressors, steam turbines, hydraulic turbines, and
electrical machinery of various kinds. Each and every one of these

products is rooted and bedded in science and is part and parcel of

processes now undergoing change. Such a company as Allis-Chalmers
could not move hand or foot with safety without the charts and direc
tions drawn and invented by physicists, chemists, and other scientists.

Again, without knowing what stock is listed there I shall count down
ten from .Allis-Chalmers preferred and see if my luck holds. It didn't;
the stock is .American Chicle. Chewing gum, 1 mean the act of chewing
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it, is not exactly a chemical process, although on the assumption that

addicts have water on the brain some relations in physics might be

discovered between chewing gum and hydraulic compression. The

juice of the sapodilla, which makes the base of chewing gum, undergoes
important chemical treatment before it reaches the masticator, but

I don't happen to know the details of it.
I'll try again, counting down ten from American Chicle. The stock

is American International. This is a holding company. It owns control

of large interests in companies engaged in everything from ship building
to the manufacture of sugar machinery. It owns large interests in oil

refining companies, rosin and turpentine production, rubber plantations,
balsa wood for refrigerators and airplanes, and various other operations.
.All of the last named interests have been or are being vitally affected

by current de\'elopments in their respecti\'e fields. Oil refining is being
re\olutionized, the rubber industry is in a state of flux, rosin and tur

pentine are undergoing revolutionary changes in use, and the latter

may be synthesized before the industry wakes up to what is happening
to it. As for balsa and other airplane woods, the metal alloys are rapidly
occupying that field to the exclusion of everything else. Better than

any other, the experience of this company illustrates the value of fore

knowledge of coining events in the march of progress. As a matter of

fact, is suggests a new profession, that of consulting expert in knowledge
of the advance of science.
I'll dig a little deeper this time and count 20 from .American Inter

national. The result is .American Water Works. .All of the public
service fields into which this company enters are directly affected by
developments in chemistry and in the other sciences. From water

supply to electric power every operation is intimately connected with
the chemist, the electrocheinist, and the physicist as well as with all
branches of engineering. Water supplies must be made pure through
treatment with chloride and other elements and compounds, and the
utilization of electric power so as to get the most out of it is a problem
that calls for the services of every kind of chemist there is, and there
are many different kinds.
This time I'll drop down 40 stocks and tr\- again. r\e been doing

pretty well, but it looks as if I would fall on a rail this time. .Anyway,
here goes.
It wasn't a rail� it was a coal stock, Burns Brothers. I don't know

of any business that needs closer watching than the coal distributing
business. I don't know that a chemist or a scientist could help it much.

although chemists are being employed in department stores. But a

good consultant should be in\'aluable to coal distributors in the revolu
tion that is coming in the methods of utilizing the energy found in coal.
This is, perhaps, the greatest revolution of all, although it will not

come tomorrow nor the next day.
One more and I'll be through with the by-lot system of picking

stocks to illustrate my contention that ever>' industry and every com-
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pain needs the guidance of chemists and other scientists. This time
I will drop down through 80 stocks, starting below Burns Brothers.
The stock is Eastman Kodak! I know now that I'll be accused of

faking this experiment.
There are three great companies in tin;. (ouiilr\ ili.ii have done

more for the advancement of applied science than all the rest of in
dustry put together�they are General Electric, American Telephone
and Telegraph, ,ind the- K.istman Kodak Comp.my.

llE.\r, Power, .vmi I.k.ih

Turn a dial on the wall and you have heat in the room, push a but
ton and you have light, throw a switch and you have power to run

the electric fan. These three things, heat, light and power, are the
basis of our civilization.
Fire is not an element. Vou know that, but you always think of it

as an element� unless you are a chemist. Fire is the thing we see during
the process of the chemical reaction which the chemists call combustion.
Water is also commonly thought of as an element. That is because
lor ages man believed that fire and water were elements.
Put water in a boiler and set a fire going under it and you get steam,

and steam is one of the most powerful things in the world. Engineers
have not yet succeeded in making a boiler that will hold as much steam
as can be generated. But boilers that will hold 1,000 pounds pressure
have been made and are in use. This is an unheard of pressure for
ordinary boilers. Until a little while ago VM pounds pressure was

considered hazardous.
High-pressure boilers are economical in a number of particulars.

They take up less room, use less iron and steel and give three to four
times as much power as ordinary boilers. The great power and light
companies have taken the lead in the installation of high-pressure
boilers.
The growing demands upon these central producers of heat, light

and power force them to resort to every hopeful means of keeping
their facilities equal to the requirements of the communities which
Ihey serve. Can they continue to do it? That depends.
Heat, power, and light will continue to be furnished, of course, but

by which companies? By what combinations? As the public utility
companies are already in the field it is a natural assumption that they
will continue to dominate it. But will they? If they do, will they be
able to utilize existing plants and properties? That is the question.
Fires are made for many purposes, the production of heat for the

purpose of generating steam is only one of them. Coal is burned for the
purpose of getting coke for all kinds of furnaces�coke is essential in
the making of steel. The gas we burn in our cook-stoves and use in
industry is made by burning coal. The coke maker thinks only of coke,
the gas maker thinks of gas, and the steam maker thinks of steam.
In every case where plants are operated for one of these purposes alone
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there is a great waste, and the modern brand of competition does not

permit of waste for very long.
The gas companies are inaking coke and are recovering the valuable

chemical by-products that come from burning coal, but great waste

still goes on. Cement plants, steel plants, and other industries which

employ fire as a kind of solvent in the reduction of ores make double
use of the heat that is produced� first they reduce their ores, and then
they turn the heat on their boilers and make steam. The final master
of the field will be the organization which finds a practical way of
making one burning of coal do for all purposes. That would give us

by-product coke ovens, gas works, electric plants, and perhaps petroleum
cracking stills in combination.
Science knows the way, or can find the way, to employ fire to the

maximum, and the organizations that are following science most

closely are the organizations whose securities offer the greatest attrac
tion to the investor who is aware that change is always with us.

Two or three decades ago the country was in the grip of a brand of
competition which wasted and seared everything it touched. In the
rush for the bigger berries we trampled over acres of valuable bushes,
and left half-worked mines, scarred forests, and polluted streams in our

wake. Today we are not conserving our resources for the sake of con
servation so much as we are conserving them because it pays.
The conservation idea has actually proven detrimental in some

respects. The anti-waste idea is based on the lure of profits and depends
very little on sentiment.
Four-dollar coal means more to the conservation of coal than all

the alarms about its approaching end that could be raised. In 1914
the great public utility companies paid something less than S2 a ton

for their coal and were reasonably satisfied. When the price advanced
to two and three times the 1914 price they began to look around and
by the end of 1924 some of them were using less than a third of the
tonnage they used in 1914 and were paying less for the coal they did
consume notwithstanding that the tonnage rate was more than double
the 1914 rate. That was the result of applied science.
All of the power companies have not effected economies such as

those cited, but all of them will have to effect them sooner or later if
they want to survive. .And the companies which have effected these
economies will have to go on developing new economies for the same

reason.

The development of coke-gas-electricity mine-mouth central plant
will not come from a sentimental regard for the rights of future genera
tions� this development, if it comes, will come from dollar and cents

considerations that affect present-day investors. There are important
practical obstacles to the development of mine-mouth power. To make
steam you must have water as well as fuel. The coal is in the mines,
but the water is not. The question then becomes: Shall water be taken
to the mines, or shall the coal be taken to the water? Investigation
of stream-flows in the mining countrv show that very few mining districts
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have water supplies suflicient to meet the ambitious pi, ins that lia\c
been evolved for mine-mouth power.
But the mammoth central plant idea which will get the maximum

from the fuel consumetl has come to stay. These plants may be located
in back-ways of cities, but probably will not be. They are more likely
to be located at half-way points, at the nearest meeting point of coal
and water.

Power, more power, is the need of the hour. Present day equipment
is vast, astoundingly so, but we need more and cheaper power. The
growth of the use of power may be judged by these facts: In 1900
the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago had 16,000 customers
who used an average of 16 kilowatt hours a year. In 1924 this company
was serving 755,000 customers who used an average of 845 kilowatt
hours a year. That is a tremendous rate of expansion. Will it continue?
Who can tell?
In 1900 the proved results of 1925 would haxe been considered im

possible. Our powers of prophecy are just as limited today as they
were in 1900. It is safe to predict, however, that all industrial power
and heating will come from central plants in time� perhaps by 1950.
Domestic heating offers another field in which great expansion in the
consumption of gas and electric power is possible. Household heating
by gas is already here. The electric refrigerating plant� the plant
that will do away with the ice man� is here. The power companies have
perfected domestic equipment that will keep your refrigerator colder
than ice at a cost of 10 cents a day. I hope the ice men will not accuse
me of being responsible for this re\olutionary development.
Further progress in the field of chemistry depends to a large extent

upon more power and more intense heat. It also depends upon the
development of containers for intense heat, more durable refractories,
stronger boilers, and harder steels. I do not mean that no new develop
ments would be possible unless refractories of greater resistance are

developed� the chemist has a vast field within which to work with
present temperatures and pressures, but the higher you go with heats
and pressures in chemistry, the more unexpected things you encounter
and a number of problems that now seem to defy solution might easily
be solved is the chemists could command higher temperatures and
pressures. .As a matter of fact, chemists have already accomplished
wonderful things in the laboratory with heats that cannot be main
tained in practice� things that would revolutionize more industries
if the same results could be gotten on a commercial scale.
Present-day competition, the competition which forces industry

to deliver better service at constantly decreasing prices, insures the
success of the effort to give more power, heat and light for less money.
In an age of by-products it is hard to decide just who one's competitors
are, and safety, therefore, lies in each industry being ever on the alert.
Look around and try to think of something that is in worse shape

than the bituminous coal industry. If you have any money invested
in it you probably feel that it has already passed through a re\-oliitioji.
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As a matter of fact it has, but even the industry itself doesn't know

what kind of a revolution it was that knocked it into the cocked hat

that it is today.
Everybody knows that the bituminous coal industry is over-developed,

so is the oil industry, so is farming, so are tens and perhaps a hundred

of other industries over-developed. Over-development is an economic

crime which our laws and prejudices laboriously encouraged until the
recent decision in the trade association cases, but while other industries
have managed to make some progress in the face of over-development,
the bituminous coal industry has made none, none whatever.

Just the contrary, the bituminous industry has actually lost ground.
All of its troubles have not been due to the fact that it had a potential
capacity and an occasional output far in excess of the country's need�

practically double its needs, in fact. At one time there was perhaps
some hope that the country would grow up to the potential and often
actual capacity of the industry. Instead the country has steadily
managed to do amazingly more work with less coal�the current annual
rate of consumption is no greater if it is as great as that of ten years

ago. This is true of anthracite as well as of bituminous.
The relative stability of anthracite, is, of course, due to the difference

in the economic positions of the two industries, one is confined to a

small area, is closely controlled and efiiciently managed, and the other
is widely dispersed, is controlled by a multitude of individuals in

capable of cooperati\'e action, and, in consequence, is very badly
managed.
The fact that the anthracite industr\' has practically stood still for

ten years shows that all of the troubles of the coal industry are not

due to over-development and the uncontrollable factor of labor. The
eternal bickering which has kept the industry in the public eye for

nearly twenty years may have acted as an accelerator of the progress
of science which made it possible for coal consumers to do more work
with less coal, but these contributions to progress were unwittingly
made, and the attention that the industry has been forced to give to

internal strife has perhaps lost opportunities, which if made use of

might have made a different story.
It is certain that the coal industry could have reaped some of the

profits that have gone to outsiders if it had studied the possibilities
of coal as much as others have studied them. The decrease in the
demand for coal is a result of scientific progress in the control and utiliza
tion of heat, and would have come about regardless of the research
acti\'ities of the coal industry itself, had there been any, but if the

industry had known what was coining it might have managed to keep
the control of the thing it had to sell�power� in its own hands. The

industry did not only not know what was coming; it does not even

know what has come, and has not the faintest conception of what is

yet to come.

The fight of science against the waste of power, valuable medicines,
oils, dyes, perfumes, and fertilizers that goes on in the great majority
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of our furnaces, kilns, gas works, coke ovens, and domestic heating
plants has only begun. As an example, The Delaware and Hudson
Railroad Company has just introduced an engine that burns onl\-
55 pounds of coal per thousand gross ton miles against 1.15 pounds
consumed under similar conditions by an older type engine still in
fairly general use. It is expected that before long engines will be hauling
1,000 gross tons on a coal consumption of .38 pounds.
This indicates, in a limited way, something of what the co.il industry

has still to face. The railroads burn nearly half of the total coal con

sumed in this country and a reduction of two-thirds in the amount

they use will be a serious and perhaps fatal blow to a great section of
the coal industry. By increased efticiency in operation alone the rail
roads last year cut S.?0,000,000 off their coal bills.

Industry in general is far ahead of the railroads in the economical
use of coal, scientific research into what, how and why things happen
in a furnace having long ago shown the forward-looking industrialists
how to build and feed his heat generators to get the best results.
If the industrialists failed to study these questions the public utility

companies did not� the electric, gas, and steam supply companies
watched the economies and delivered the power or the heat at lower
costs. The individual motor for each machine in a factory lopped off
uncounted bushels of coal from consumption.
But the science of getting the maximum out of a lump of coal is

still in its infancy. In the end the solution of this problem may bring
revolution to many industries besides the coal industry� the possibilities
of savings, of increased usefulness, of new developments in this field
are enormous. If the coal industry is big enough, and gets to know
enough, it may yet direct these great coming developments itself.
Water power development and fuel oil have contributed to the

troubles of the coal industry, but the end of the possibilities in these
directions is in sight. If you have visions of a day when all power will
be generated by the streams, the rivers, and the tides, they are illu-
sionary. Modern science, chemistry, physics, and engineering can

put coal on a competitive basis with water, and perhaps with oil. In
the event that alcohol supersedes gasoline as a fuel for internal com
bustion engines, a different situation may develop, but coal� in powdered
and liquid form� is already meeting the competition of oil, and in the
end may yet overcome it, regardless of the amounts of oil that may
become available for fuel purposes.
At present, the use of powdered coal is handicapped by the fact

that the operation gives off heavy clouds of dust, which are objection
able in settled communities, and likely to prove expensive to users

of coal in that form. .A solution of the problem wdiich will allow powdered
coal to be used in cities is not essential to the utilization of powdered
coal, although it is practically certain that some of the methods of
control now being tried will prove eft'ective and that pow<lered coal
will find a high place among industrial fuels.
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Wringing the last ounce of power out of a dollar's worth of coal is

the business of the consumer of power, or is so regarded. But the

mine owner and operator might find profit in working out schemes for

delivering cheaper power. The mine owner has the most at stake in

the revolution that is going on, and might recoup some of his losses

and preserve existing capital by taking in some of the profits that some

body will some day make through the introduction of the ultimate econo

mies that will come from the development of mine-mouth or central

station power, light, and heat.
The conservation of heat and power is not the only avenue to profits

from coal; it is possible to get the maximum of both of these and more

besides. Coal is a source of heat, power, explosives, dyes, medicines.
motor fuels, road materials, and a hundred and one other things of

which the mine owner whats not.

It is practically the basis of the great dye industry which has been

erected in this country since the war, and the survival of which is the

issue that is involved in the government's suit against the Chemical

Foundation, a suit that has twice been decided in favor of the Founda

tion, and that is now on its way to the Supreme Court for final adjudica
tion. The dye industry is doubly important; it makes the country
independent of foreign dyemakers, and it is the medium through which
we get some of our most important war materials, gases, and explosives.
Last year the by-products from coal reached a value of nearly

8100,000,000. This amount of money is equal to about half of the total
amount paid to the coal mines for fuel by the railroads of the country
in the same year. In the main these b>'-products were recovered in

by-product coke ovens, but some of them w-ere recovered by gas plants.
In some instances, the products reco\-ered from the coal were of a value

considerably in excess of the cost of the coal that was consumed, and
in addition, gave the heat or gas that w-as utilized free of cost. Opera
tions of this character are the basis of the ability of coal to compete
with water power

�water costs nothing, coal, when properly treated,
costs less than nothing.
Experts reckon that at the present rate of consumption our supplies

of bituminous coal will last about 250 years and our anthracite supplies
about 100 years. There are other sources of heat and power, lignite
and oil shale, wind and water, and perhaps others, but bituminous coal
is our only known source of dyes and explosives, and a nuniber of our
most important synthetic medicines. The conservation of bituminous

coal, in wdiich the greatest waste now occurs, is therefore, a matter

of more immediate importance than most of us seem to realize.
Our own generation has consumed more coal than all the others

that preceded it in this country. In 1850 the consumption of coal was
less than 10,000,000 tons a year; in 1920 we consumed more than
600,000,000 tons. Even in 1880 the annual consumption was less than

75,000,000 tons.

By 1900 we were using around 250,000,000 tons a year and during
the next ten years we doubled the rate of consumption. Altogether
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we have consumed about 16.1)00.000,000 Ions, Ihe hulk of it since 1900.

During the war we exported l.irge tonnages and the consumption
figures rose to new heights, but they ha\e dropped back since and we

are now consuming but little more than we were consuming in 1910.

Practically all of the progress we have made in the full utilization
of the energy in coal has been made since the war. The years that have
elapsed since then cover the period of discovery of the secrets of the

firebox, the growth of the practice of jire-heating steam, the beginning
of the regenerative use of steam, the introduction of new types of high-
pressure, high-temperature boilers, and the development of new types
of engines and impro\-eiiients upon old t>'pes.
The world moves on. and the industries w-hich do not keep pace lose

the coveted places in the front ranks of progress. The chemists, the

physicists, the engineers and super-technologists are showing the way
�

these representatives of science in industry are extending anri con

solidating the gains that were made by the production engineers and
the quantity experts of yesterday.
Their field is new, they are just beginning to astound the world

w-ith the results that the\' can produce. The industry that attempts
to go forward without their guidance risks as much as a ship without
a navigator, and its securities are not safe investments.
If you should ask the average well-informed man what is bothering

the oil industry he would answer, ".Not a thing." But if you asked the

big oil executives the same question they would answer, "Everything."
The average well-informed man is convinced that nothing very

serious can be the matter with an industry which is rated at 82,000,000,000
on the production scale and at several billions on the asset scale. He

know-s, or thinks he knows, th.it when ;in indiistr\- gets to be that big
it is invulnerable.
The petty annoyances of politicians; the refusal of the public to

believe that a billion or two billion dollar industry can be honest, let
alone have troubles; the uneconomic production practices which the
law- and public opinion forces them to maintain, and the hundred and
one other minor bothers of the hig oil executives fade into insignificance
in the face of scientific de\-elopinents which may force a complete
readjustment of the industry.
Chemists and other scientists have been gradually encroaching

upon the old supremacy of the oil Industry In the field of motor and
other fuels for several years, but that position of supremacy was never

actually threatened until within the last few inonths, not until the

discovery of methods for synthesizing alcohol and liquefying coal.
The fact that alcohol Is not only a good motor fuel, but is in some

respects. In its anti-knock properties, superior to gasoline, has been
known to everybody almost from the time of the introduction of the
internal-combustion engine. The chief obstacle to the use of alcohol
instead of gasoline has been the fact that there has not been enough
of it to go around, and the further fact that there was little prospect
that enough grain or other source products could be economically
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produced to meet the growing demand for motor fuel without inter

fering with the food supply. The same handicap was carried by benzene,
a by-product of the coke oven, and of low-temperature carbonization

process, which is also an excellent motor fuel, but which could not be

produced In quantity sufficient to even approach the demand.

Ethyl (grain) alcohol, and methanol (wood alcohol), have been

synthesized, not in this country, unfortunately, but in Germany,
where they spend more time and money in the commercial production
of laboratory discoveries than our own industrialists seem to think
worth while. The Germans have also liquefied coal.
The (jermans are not chemical geniuses except in the sense that

a genius Is one who takes Infinite pains. As a matter of fact, the Ger

mans are rarely discoverers. They are chiefly technologists. Most
of the pure research and the fundamental principles upon which the
Ciernians w-ork came originally from England, w-here the scientists
lead the world.
In this countr\-, with a few notable exceptions, industrialists limit

their interest in science to the things which are forced upon them�

they let the British scientists do the discovering, the Germans the

applying and then, if they have to, our industrialists buy the formula
from the (Germans.
The only trouble with this policy is that It limits us to the use of

such scientific discoveries as the Germans are willing to sell us. We
never know what they've got up their sleeves until they disclose it,
and then, as some of our manufacturers know, it is too late. The only
safe policy for us is a policy of independence In science as In everything
else.
The fact that a thing can be synthesized Is not the same thing as pro

ducing it cheaply� lots of things In common every-day use can be

synthesized, but not at the right price. .As a rule, however, the cost

of producing a thing synthetically can be worked down to a competitive
basis in time. The first helium gas produced In this country cost a

king's ransom, but now the same quantity can be produced for the

price of a good cigar. In the case of methanol, however, the Germans
have succeeded in getting a relatively low cost from the beginning, the
production cost of a gallon (including 65 per cent overhead), being
given as 18 cents. American chemical engineers say that methanol
can be produced In this country at a very much lower figure than 18

cents a gallon, the lowest cost mentioned being 4 cents. Coal can be

liquefied at a cost of \2]/z cents a gallon.
Paris reports say that French chemists working on the synthesis of

methanol have already discovered "traces" of gasoline, or a product
resembling gasoline.
But all this, even if the worst comes to the worst, does not mean

that the oil Industry Is going to be put out of business� it may mean

just the reverse of that� that the industry is on the verge of coming
Into Its own.

Nobody knows just what petroleum Is. The chemical possibilities
f petroleum within the field of its constituents are practically limitless.
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\ou wouldn't believe that potable alcohol carrying a wallop tli.it wonlil
floor a longshoreman could be made from petroleum, but It li.is been
done. .A whole string of alcohols of the very highest Industrial grade
have been made from petroleum, and alcohol is only one of the hundreds
of things that are believed to be hidden in it.

\'ery little research has been done in the chemistry of petroleum; the
physicist and the technologist have been given a free hand with petro
leum, and their accomplishments are represented In the 3,000,000,000
extra gallons of gasoline that are produced annually by cracking. Added
to the more than 4,000,000,000 gallons produced by old methods, this
cracked gasoline makes the automobile available to everybody.
The industry has, nevertheless, practically ignored the chemist and

and the chemical possibilities of petroleum. This state of affairs is
about to undergo a change. The petroleum industry always faces its
facts in a realistic fashion, and important developments that will place
it on the same high level chemically that it now occupies In the physical
sciences are probably not far away.
The day w-hen gasoline will sell for a dollar a gallon, as Senator La

Follette once said it would, will never come, but a day may come when
crude oil w-ill sell at that price and be worth it. In the meantime, the
production of gasoline from petroleum is not going to come to an end.
The competitive situation that will develop with the large-scale

production of synthetic alcohol and liquid coal will force the oil in

dustry to search out every possible means of lowering costs, and in view
of that fact It is much safer to predict a day when gasoline will sell
at ten cents a gallon than to forcast the coming of dollar gasoline.

.At the very moment that Senator LaFollette was predicting that
gasoline w-ould go to a dollar a gallon the oil Industry was Initiating
and developing processes that by 1924 had nearly doubled the output
of gasoline from a barrel of oil, and these were the things more than
any increase in the production of crude oil that forced gasoline down
to 15 cents a gallon and less in the same year.
Alcohol does not knock and can be used in high compression engines.

These engines increase the per mile per gallon service of fuels, and even

at 18 cents a gallon alcohol would be on a competitive basis with gasoline
if there was no prospect of an anti-knock gasoline. Tetra-ethyl lead,
which was discovered by Thomas Midgely, Jr., and his associate
chemists working in the laboratories of the General Motors Corpora
tion, will take the knock out of gasoline and make It available for high
compression engines. If the health authorities put the ban on tetra-

ethyl lead the chemists will have to find a substitute.
It appears, therefore, that In this phase of competition with alcohol

the future of the gasoline refining business Is also in the hands of the
chemists. An anti-knock gasoline and high-grade alcohol are being
produced by vapor-phase cracking In the laboratories of A. D. Little,
Inc.. and elsewhere. Where this gasoline can be produced in the quan
tities that must be assured before the high compression engines are

introduced is another cjuestlon. The steam automobile may come first.
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$125,000 ADDED TO PHARMACY BUILDING FUND

Last Six Months Shows Greatest Gain Since Beginning of Campaign
in Project to Establish Institution to serve all

Pharmaceutical Interests

That interest in the Pharmacy Headquarters Building movement Is

steadily Increasing is thoroughly demonstrated by a study of the sub

scriptions submitted during the last six months. According to a report
just submitted by the Publicity Director, E. L. Newcomb, the official
tabulation from the office of the General Chairman, Dr. H. .A. B. Dun

ning, Baltimore, Maryland, showed a total of S.350,.351.74, the first
of June, 1925. The official report from the General Chairman's office
December 1, showed a total of S471.811.68. The last report represents
a net gain for the six months period of approximately 8125,000 which
is a larger amount than for any other similar period throughout the

campaign.
.Since the compilation of the December 1 report, additional subscrip

tions to the extent of about 825,000 have been received, bringing the
total to the first of January, 1926 to 8500,000. New- subscriptions con

tinue to be received from all sources, namely, manufacturers, whole
salers, retailers, teachers, students, and clerks. New campaigns are

continuously being put on in different sections of the country. Pharma
cists everywhere are beginning to realize that this is a hig and necessary

undertaking in the interest of all.
On December 10, the campaign committee. Issued Pharmacy Head

quarters Ne-ius Bulletin No. 5. 10,000 copies of this issue of the Bulletin
have been distributed. Some 15,000 names of contributors are included
In the Bulletin, alphabetically arranged under the respective states.

Some of the characteristic headings of the News Bulletin are well
worth reprinting as follows: "One out of every four of the druggists
of the country has subscribed and done his part�Have you done your

part? One-half of the million dollars needed Is guaranteed. 8200,000
In cash is on hand. The Building is for all, therefore, all should sub
scribe. Put your shoulder to the wheel, by subscribing at once. Your
interest will be fostered by a Headquarters Building. Vour SIOO is
worth a million to pharmacy. Hurr>- it In now-." .Again, other headings
state that "The .American Pharmaceutical .Association gave us our

national associations, our state associations, our pharmacy law-s, our

U. S. P. and N. F., and so forth. Help it now to establish a great service

building for the benefit of all pharmacy. .American Medicine has a

Headquarters Building. .American Pliarniac\- needs one. The .American
Medical .Association Building co\-ers one quarter block, seven stories

high, employs 282 people who work constantly promoting the welfare
of medicine. Pharmacy needs a similar service. .Adequate headquarters
Is the first step in building a powerful and united federation of all

drug interests. Many manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers have

given liberally. .All others should give now. Make this an outstanding
year in .American pharmacy. This Is your first opportunity to help
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\in(.'rican pliarmaey. the eiitiro drui* in.iustr\'. an 1 Noursclf. The nanu'.s

of the thousands who Imn'c ahead>' subscribed spell determination and
success. AU should join noiv in gi\ing Americ-in pharmacy a better

standing nationalK'. This Building project has been unanimously
endorsed by our ten grc.it national associations, representing all manu
facturers, wholesalers and retailers."
Other thoughts in the Bullclin which are well worth repeating are

these� "Are we not as good as the Locomotive Engineers? They have
a big Headquarters Building in Cleveland around which their interests
are centered. Its operation makes them powerful, and yields a profit.'
Pharmacy should have a headquarters. Lodges, clubs, professions, and
trades al! have successful headquarters. Help now to put pharmacy
before the world on a par with other professions. Every state associa
tion has endorsed this campaign. Vou have five years to pay, no hard

ship, no burden. Thousands of students have given $25 each, thousands
of retailers S50 to SIOO for each store. Many have subscribed SlOOO
each. Vour SIOO will make the million, build, and endow the head

quarters. Send it in now."

During December new campaigns have been started in a half dozen
different sections of the country. Assistant Publicity Director E. S.
Sater has addressed students in a dozen colleges of pharmacy through
out the central and southwestern part of the United States. Students
in every institution have subscribed one hundred per cent. Their

subscriptions are for S2.50 each six months over the five year period.
Over forty colleges of pharmacy are now wholeheartedly back of this

undertaking. These young pharmacy students of today will be the men

who will run the drug industry in the future. The men who are in any
phase of the drug business at the present time owe it to themselves,
and to these young students, to do as well or better than they have done.
With the prompt support of a large number who have not thus far

subscribed, this great institution may be completed at an early date
and pharmacy begin to receive the kind of publicity to which it is
entitled. We may begin to solve our big collective problems by the
collective method, and gain for ourselves and for pharmacy at large,
the prestige and profit to which we are entitle 1. If you have not thus
far subscribed, this publication urges you to do your part n(jw.

CHANGE IN A. FH. A. OFFICE

25.? Bourse Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
December 14, 1925.

Dk.\r Sirs;
After December ,31, 1925, the secretarial offices of the .\merican

Pharmaceutical Association, and of the Journal, .1. Ph. .1.. will In-

located in the Long Building, 10 West Cha.se Street, Baltimore. .All

mail for the American Pharmaceutical Association, for Secretaiy
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E. F. Kelly, for the Journal, .4. Ph. A., and for editor E. G. Eberle,
should be addressed as above.
The Headquarters Building Campaign Committee Is located im

mediately opposite the new association offices.
Combination of the offices, which have heretofore been located

in different cities, is a preparation for the greater service to be promoted
by the American Pharmaceutical Association through the headquarters.
We hope that you will be in position to make some kind of announce

ment of this removal.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration in behalf of the
association, and with compliments of the season.

Respectfully,
The Journal of The .4. Ph. A.

Per E. G. Ebelre, Edilor.

"BONING"
Marks and Medals Do Not Make the Scholar

Recently in fraternity life a good deal of stress has been placed on

scholarship, with the Idea that the least ideal that any fraternity could
follow for its men was that every man, pledge or active, should pass
every hour of every subject each semester. The interesting fact in
this is not the low Ideal thus stressed but the fact that such a low ideal
of scholarship should be considered an advance over the standards
previously generally maintained. Some chapters have, it is true,
maintained not only creditable but even remarkable standing, but a

commonly accepted view has been that C is a gentleman's grade,
and that to make a better grade than that Is a breach of the code.
It may divert us to raise the question as to what scholarship really

is, and certainly this is a fair question to ask of a group of men, not

bound together for an objective of insurance as the M.W. of -A., nor
for community welfare as Chambers of Commerce, nor for religious
service as the churches or Y.M.C.A.'s, nor for social service as the
luncheon clubs, but limited to men of college rank and membership
and. It may reasonably be supposed, of real purpose in life. Some of
them would not admit It through modesty, or a false sense of shame,
but deep dow-n In their gizzards most of them� if not in college, after
it�certainly plan to do a genuine piece of work. It is a trait of young
manhood at certain stages of development to like to seem "harder
boiled" than they would really care to be.
Let us clear up some of the things which scholarship is not, that

later what it is may stand out more clearly In relief.

Firsl, then, and most distinctly, it does not consist of grades. Let
us forever eliminate that idea. Grades are merely a surface Indication,
sometimes good, sometimes quite deceptive as to real conditions under-
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neath. They depend upon the whimsies of professors, a well or III
cooked meal around examination time, the desire of one professor to

teach the young upstart a lesson, or the desire of the new "prof" either
pernianenth' to kill the idea that his courses are going to be "snaps," or.
If his "slant" on life happens to be different, to create the Impression
that he Is a great teacher because most of his students pass their work

very creditably. He cannot understand how- "If so and so is a 'real
teacher,' so many of his students should fall, an<l so forth." No, scholar
ship does not consist of grades.
Nor does scholarship consist of a choice of courses. .Some men wear

Phi Beta Kappa keys who have attained them by a discriminating
choice of courses. Having that as a goal, which to the true scholar

ought to be only an incident, they have from tjie beginning of their
freshman year, chosen those courses that they were good in, or In which

they recognized that a "stand In" with the "prof" could easily be
secured with a little flattery (how human even professors are, some

times!), at which they have become adept, and all that, and all that,
and find themselves In the society of the elect, not, however, because
of scholastic merit but because of cle\-er management. Better and keener
scholars than they by far may have been crowded out by such clever
ness (?). Well, one thing is sure. Phi Beta Kappa will not be honored

by such, though everything worth while has to be cluttered up a bit
now and then with rubbish. The studied Imitation pro\-es Its worth,
that is the only gain.
Nor does scholarship consist in any facility of the tongue. Most of

us are familiar with the chap who always has his hand up or his mouth

open in the class room, eager to show by his readiness of speech how

Insuperable and comprehensive is his knowledge. Johnny Know-it-all,
as a rule, impresses neither his teachers nor his fellow students with

any real depth of erudition. The babbling brook rarely bears on Its
surface the leviathan of the deep.
Nor does scholarship consist In application. The "boner" is far

from being necessarily the scholar. He may and often does, represent
only a real Incapacity for diversion! His steady grind on his subjects
is not a virtue, only an absence of vices. Havdng no initiative in him

self, nor capacity to lead others, he applies himself negatively to the
task set by others, and accomplishes only by sheer Inadvertence.
What Is a scholar, or what Is scholarship? Definition is ne\'er an

easy task, but now that the ground has been razed around It, we ought
to be able to define what is left. Scholarship is the product of a mind
at work searching after truth in the realm of human knowledge, for
truth's sake. If study is carried on for the sake of "raising grades,"
that is not scholarship; if work Is done much for the sake of being
adorned with an emblein, that Is not scholarship; if the mind is put
to work, that the tongue may merely bubble over with second haiul

information, that Is not scholarship; nor Is it scholarship just to be

caught peering into the unknown because we have no other desire than

to peer.
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We must repeat again�Scholarship Is the product of a mind at

work, searching after truth In the realm of human knowledge /or truth's

sake.
One may have grades as an Incident� in fact that is the usual result

�and no one can accomplish In this field without application, but the
scholar confines an active mind in certain channels of his own free

will that he may attain with real power.
To such a goal we should set ourselves, not forgetting the social,

nor the athletic, nor the spiritual, but remembering that we are a

group of men whose only excuse for membership In the order is the

power to use the mental along lines of Intellectual achievement. The

loafer, the "lounge lizard," the chap who thinks himself "a real sport."
these (In chapters where they have crept Into power), have brought
us into disrepute. Let the star and crescent rather symbolize those

who will give to the mind a real place in their program, both In the

fraternity house and on the campus, determined that It shall both lead

them farther and serve them better for their four years of college life.
�Caduceus of K2
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KAPPA PSI LEADERS

I'Hiii i,-.-(ik M \ I l\ �, jiiK(,l'ju.\Rl), Bela. .Sigma
Born in Orange City, low.i, where he attended Orange City public

schools. Continuing his education he was graduated from the North
Dakota State College in 191,3. He was initiated Into the .Agara In
the year 1925, by Beta-Sigma Chapter. In 1913, he received his 13. .S.

In Chemistry. He was assistant in School of Pharmacy 1913-14,
Government Chemist. Bureau of Chemistry, 1915-16 at Washington.

DR. E. F. KELLY, Sigma
Permanent Secretary of American

Pharmaceutical Association
Dean of the School of Pharmacy
of the University of Maryland

Drug Chemist at State College 1916-20, he took advanced college
work In Bacteriology and Organic Chemistry during that time. He

was Chemist at Cudahy Packing Company, Omaha, Nebraska, 1920-22.
Food and Drug Chemist and Bacteriologist for the State Regulatory
Department at the State College in Fargo, 1923-25, also acting as

part-time Instructor in Bacteriology at the State College in 1923. He

now Is an instructor in the .School of Pharmacy at the North Dakota

State College.
He was married to Gertrude C. Rogers of Wasliington, I). C, No

vember 25, 1915. He is the proud dad of one boy.
He Is a member of the Masonic Lodge.

Note: A write up of Dr. Kelly appeared in the November, 1925, issue

of The Mask.

PROF. M. JORGEWARD
Beta-Sigma
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"FRATERNITY"

Some one has said that the elements which make perfect work are two:

\iz., a perfect workman and a perfect pattern. Every one of us is a

builder, a builder after the pattern of the Supreme Architect. No

matter what our imperfections as workmen may possibly be, we may

rest assured that in "Fraternity" we have a pattern which will call
forth all of our ingenuity and skill. Although we shall never reach the

point where w-e can feel that we have mastered all that "Fraternity"
has to teach, our failure to reach perfection should not discourage us.

The true man strives to live what he professes, and thus silently com

mends himself to those about him, and by his example stimulates
others to like endeavor.

History alw-ays has been, and ahvays will be a record of the conflict
between truth and error. We should always be found on the side of

truth, battling for the right. We should sow- the seeds of truth all
around us and cultivate them that they bring forth a harvest. How-

decldedly and forcefully appropriate are these thoughts for our particular
Fraternity. .As seekers after scientific truths w-e are battling against
the forces of Ignorance and error. To this end all of us must bend our

whole-hearted support and sincere cooperation.
Fellowship, as is so often stated, is to be valued for what it Is, not for

what may be gotten out of It. When tw-o or more persons unite for

purely material benefit, that union is not a fraternity, but an associa
tion for purposes of business. But the vital and vivifying principle
of true Fraternity is the element of brotherly love, sympathy, and co

operation; the ability and willingness to sacrifice for the good of the

whole those personal interests which may be at \-ariance w-ith the in

terests of the organization.
The primary object of fraternal organizations, such as ours, is to

bring together men of kindred interests, thoughts, and ideals, so that

they may enjoy each other's society and gain mutual benefits. We

have banded ourselves together so that each individual may lend the

entire group the elements of strength and ability which he possesses,
and may In turn receive the help, inspiration, and protection of the

whole organization.
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Without unitN- ami cooperation there can be no progress for ourFraternity. In the modern world, no great results are iccompl sli "lwithout group action. We have organizations for every c"i eel v i e

rta't^'w,:: :t "?'" "'"'':� "-^ '� ""^ ^^<=^'' ^'"" �--"'"^ -^state. who.e flag has never been stained with <lefe,.t, nor .lishonoredw-ithout swilt and decisive vengeance.
"-"onored

Unity and harmony are taught us by the humblest of the Almighty'screatures, the busy workers of the hive, who' build their waxen cellswith a precision unequalled by human workmen, and in their diligent
ShtheT ' '. " TT "'"' '"' ""^ ""^ """^ f- ^"�" United effortbuilt the Pyranuds of Egypt, stormed the cloud-capped Alps, opened ahighway through the watery wastes of the Atlantic, levelled th; forests of

the^New World, and reared in their stead a mighty nation of sovereign

wl!l�'v"h�' '^"PP\P^'' "'<^ '^'^Sree of harmony and cooperation
wll hlrh "" '

r

' ''""''' ""^ '^^ P�'''^"'^ �' �'"- Fraternity�ill be the measure of our success. As the spokes of a wheel becone
nearer and nearer to each other as they approach the hub, the sourceol motion, so may we find In our union in this Fraternity the key tobroader vision, greater power, and a nobler and more exalted outlook
on hfe And may these things be reflected in our endeavors now asstudents and later as practitioners of pharmacy, keeping always Inmind our obligations, with Morality, Fidelity, Truth, Virtue, BrotherlyLove, Charity, and Service as our watchwords.

NEW PENNANT MANUFACTURER
The old official pennant and flag manufacturer has gone into bank

ruptcy. The Grand Chapter Is making new arrangements with another
manufacturer, and hopes to make definite announcement within a
very few days. In the meantime, hold your orders for pennants, flagspillow covers and other felt goods.

'

AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION
Headquarters Building Campaign Committee

Minneajjolis, Minnesota,
Dr. A. R. Bliss, Jr.

"'''"'"' '*' ^""�

1489 Poplar Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.
UE.iR Dr. Bliss:

.Many thanks for copy of the November Issue of The Mask.
Again I congratulate you on the splendid support which you have

given to the Headtiuarters Building project.
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\ini will be delighted to learn that Sater continues to send in one

hundred per cent reports from each school he visits, (iood progress
Is also being made among retailers.
With very best wishes, I am,

Sincerely yours,
E. L. Newcomb,

Publicity Director

HYNSON, WESTCOTT & DINNING

Baltimore, Maryland'
January 12, 1926.

The Mask of Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity,
c/o Dr. A. Ii. Bliss, Jr.,
Memphis Tennessee.

Gentle.men:

Please accept the thanks of the Pharmac>- Headquarters Building
Committee and my personal thanks for the splendid editorial appearing
in your November Issue, 1925, of The Mask. I can assure you that
we all appreciate the continuous cooperation which your journal
has extended to those directing the work involved In the campaign
for funds to establish a Pharmacy Headquarters Building for the benefit
and service of all pharmacy.

\"ery slncerel>- yours,
H. A. B. DvNN-iNo
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��1 he deatn in any ehapler means Ihe useless waste of Ihe con.^lnuli'ee
energy and saerifire nf others. "

ALPHA

Happy .New Year. Best wishes and Fraternal Greetings.
Ever since our Fraternity, Kappa PsI-pharmaceutical has elected me

<,rand Regent I have been planning just how I can best help start
constructive work for the betterment of our beloved Fraternity.
Several plans have suggested themselves and I feel that now early

m 1926, a start should be made. I want to begin by establishing greater
contact and exchange of thought between your Grand Regent and
the Oflicers, collegiate and graduate chapters.
To that end I send this letter. It will be followed by a weekly or

b.-weekly letter, to the collegiate chapters dealing with Fraternity
matters and problems. Two copies will be enclosed to each collegiatechapter. One for the faculty members and one to be read posted
or discussed by the active collegiate chapter members.
A monthly letter will be sent to each graduate chapter dealing with

graduate chapter problems and I hope these letters will bring better
cooperation between the collegiate and graduate chapters.
Expense will prevent me placing members at large, all committee

men, and all officers of the province districts on this mailing list, so

pass your letters on.

Having edited and published the weekly letter of the .San Francisco
Retail Druggist Association and the Alameda County Pharmaceutical
.\ssociation for the past five years and seen the good work that can
be accomplished in this way, I feel that these letters will be the best
beginning to fulfil my personal obligation that I owe to yon ,in,l to
our Fraternity.

.Sincerely,
W. Briice I'llHlP,

Grand Regent
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January 14, 1926.
What does Kappa Psi mean to you?
Before you answer, please consider.
What does your country mean to you? Is it not all things considered

a land of the free? A place of opportunity. .A land of promise. A heritage
of 150 years of the world's greatest progress. .A thousand things even

greater and more worth while than these.
What does your flag mean to you? A standard of heaven, virtue,

and red blood. A symbol to follow even to the supreme moment of

your life. Yes, and of many other things we might proudly mention.
What does your name mean to you? Is It not you and every one in

your home. Everything you or any one e%'en a stranger by your name,
has done or will do. It marks you and every move you make.
What does your university or college mean to you? That Institution

that is making you fit as a citizen. Trying to give you knowledge and

training that will make you an honor to vour name, your flag and to

your country.
Think this ov-er and answer to yourself. What does Kappa Psi mean

to you? If Kappa Psi does not take a place along with your university,
name, flag, and country, there must be something wrong with either

Kappa Psi or with you. If there is something wrong with Kappa Psi

it Is our business to correct that wrong. If there is something wrong
with you, study again our ritual. Stop reading words and start building
a foundation with bricks of progress.

Fraternally,
W. Brlce Philip,

Grand Regent

January 21, 1926.

Why a Kappa PsI Fraternity? Because congenial students with good
moral training and high Ideals want closer association.

Why students and a pharmacy department or college? Because
business and professions are now carried on in a way that has abolished
the old apprentice system. Because pharmacy is an important pro
fession or professional business, needed to protect the health of the

public, and those serving as pharmacists must be thoroughly trained.
Those entering courses of study have as their goal graduation. To

graduate one must study and apply himself. Therefore, everything
pertaining to the pharmacy department that Is worth while must

encourage study and graduation.
If Kappa Psi is a worth while part of our pharmacy department,

graduation of each meniber on the completion of the course is an im

perative obligation.
Those that stand high in their studies honor their department and

their associates. Kappa Psi must be well represented among those so

honored. Each member's scholarship record marks Kappa Psi with
the department, the faculty, and the student body. What are you
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accomplishing in scholarship for viuir.self, vcuir cli.iplcr ,unl v.uir

Fraternity?
There Is one thing vou must ilo. It is imper.itive. \'es, a comm.ind.

\'ou must try.
Fraternallv',

W. Bkltiv I'Hll.Il',
Grand Regent

GAMMA

Loi-Tfs E. Emdin, Jr., Historian

The Interfraternity dance of the Kappa Psi, Phi Delta Chi, was the
next afl'air held by us, after the smoker. The dance was held on .No
vember 16, at Hotel Mc.Alpin.
Professors of the college and alumni of both fraternities were present.

This w-as the first affair of its kinil ever held between these chapters
of either fraternity. We hope to be able to hold more affairs of this
kind between the two fraternities.
Our first Initiation for this year was held November 23, at Hotel

Breslin. The brothers w-ho "stood the test" and learned much about
Botany and Geometry by picking daisies and assuming angles were:

Brothers F. .M. De \'oe, F. E. Gavlas, W. J. Hlllmer, J. J. Keegan,
H. Miller, K. S. Miller, E. P. Paulonis, S. R. Pearson, C. J. Schlagel,
and A. Tiesler.
All "stood the test" and were duly taken in "the circle."
Brothers Parks, Little, and Kelly of the Omega Chapter were present

and assisted with "wim wigor and witality." Some of our new brothers
still think they are better adapted for boiler-makers, th:in they are

for pill-rollers.
.A few of us went over to the Omega Chapter initiation held De

cember 9. The best part of it w-as the banquet, which was served after.
Dr. Faulsau presided as the chairman and "everyone was happy."
It was for the banquet that I went "over the river," and I was not

in the least disappointed. It was great, the Omegas certainly know how
to get up a good meal. I give them great credit and thanks.
At our meeting December 11, the treasurer's report was read and

accepted.
The Third Degree was also given to brothers .Sowersby, Tewksbury,

Gavlas, Paulonis, Schlagel, and Tiesler.
Committees for the annual formal dance, and for the bantpiet were

appointed.
The dance committee: Brothers Mlllerman, chairman, Mazilauskas,

De Voe, and Schlagel.
The banquet committee: Brothers Failmezger, chairman, Keegan,

Paulonis, and Emdin.
The dates that these affairs will be held on has not as yet been de

cided upon. However, we hope that they will be the biggest affairs,
that we have ever held.
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We ho|)e lo hold the next initiation some time during the first of

February.
Now I want to wish all our brothers a happy and prosperous New

Year, for the Gamma Chapter.
The Gamma Chapter of Kappa Psi pharmaceutical Fraternity wishes

to make their preliminary announcement to all our brothers that our
annual formal dance will be held In the Mirror Room of the Plaza,
on Friday evening, February 26.

Now is the time to note that date on your calendar, and we want

your hearty cooperation, to make this annual event the biggest and
best yet, socially, and financially.

So remember when our next announcement comes out to be ready
to notify the committee of the number of subscriptions you will need
in order that we can make arrangements accordingly.

ETA

11. ScH.VEILR, Historian

Brother George T. Bennett was elected president of the senior class
of 1925 and Brother Frank Fleming Jr. was elected treasurer of the
.Athletic Association. Knowing the sterling qualities of these brothers
we are looking forward to a banner year for Kappa Psi In student
activities.
We have 100 per cent cooper.'itlon of active members for our cam

paign and too much cannot be said about brother Dale Currier's splendid
work towards putting Kappa Psi In the lead.

Here's for a big and successful year for Kappa Psi.
The first smoker of the year was held at the fraternity house on the

evening of Wednesday, October 7. This affair was undoubtedly a

liig success. Thirty picked men were present from the college and from

this nuniber twelve have been pledged. We also had the honor of

having Professors Wood, Stonebach, and Kirk present, three men who
attend our meetings and social functions quite regularly. Beta-Eta

Chapter of Jefferson University of West Virginia was represented.
Their representatives spoke of their new home and extended a cordial
welcome to the boys of Eta Chapter to visit them at their earliest con
venience. Omega Chapter at New Jersey College of Pharmacy w-as

also represented. This chapter has also purchased a new home. Speeches
were made by Professors Wood, Stonebach, and Kirk, and Brothers

Beaver, Bennett, Colestock and one of the brothers from Beta-Eta

Chapter who delivered a very humorous speech and whose Swedish
wit brought forth peals of laughter.
The assistance rendered the committee was very valuable and aided

greatly In making our initial smoker a huge success.

The pledges are as follows: Harry D. Davis, Landsford; John C.

Zeigler, Harrisburg; George Clark, Mansfield; Leroy \"an .Alstyne,
Eastern Shore, New Jersey; Maurice W. Waite, Huntington; Percy
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lii.iiin.l. Dubois; Bl.ike II. B.ittin, Knoxville; Ch.irles W. Moyer,
I'hiladelplii.i; ilarrv- X'.iii Lier, Bridgeton, New Jcrsev', and W'illiam
S. Brindsfield.

Just a few words in regard to giv-Ing the "Embryos" a good start

.ilong the road towards good Kappa Psi workers. We want to thank
all the brothers who have recommended candidates, because hard as we

may tr>-, it is possible that we may miss a good man. This is a suggestion
to any brother who iiia>' have a friend at P. C. P. who he feels is worthy
of the honor of membership in Kappa Psi. Send in your letters with
the names of the men you wish to propose and we will look them up.
This year, as usual, we put a fine lot of new material through the first
initiation and from it we hope to be able to mould a strong Kappa Psi
machine for the coming year. A big feature of this initiation was the

jiaraphernalla. Every officer was dressed In the official regalia of the

Fraternity which made the initiation a very impressive ceremony.
We have started the table off this year with the outlook and dctcrniina-

tlon to make it a sure go. We hav-e purchased a new coffee urn, which

adds much to the appearance of the dining room. The fellows have been

supporting the table in a manner which should make this part of the

chapter's activity a financial success.
I am sorry to inform the brothers of Kappa Psi that a serious accident

befell one of our brothers, Charlie Brown, of Wilhamsport, this summer.

While swimming he sustained a severe fracture of the vertebra. He
was in a critical condition at first but due to his dominant spirit and
pluck is rapidly on the road to recovery. Several of the boys wrote

to "Brownie," and from his answers he fully intends to come back to

school next year and take his place as an active Kappa Psi brother.
The following is a list of the nevv oflicers of Eta elected February 25,

1925.
G. C. D., Dr. .Arno \'Iehoever

Regent, Randall H. Stepp
Vice Regent, C. Dale Currier

Secretary, George W. Prosser
Assistant Secretary, James L. \'an Dvke

Treasurer, William B. Jenkins
Assistant Treasurer, Floyd E. Evans

Historian, Harry J. Schaeffer
Editor in Chief, George W. Patterson Jr.
Edilor, Lindsay D. McClure

.-\nother milestone, In social history, was passed Saturday, October 30
for Kappa Psi.

Everyone had given consent, willingness, and last but not least,
funds, for a Hallowe'en dance. Everyone was agreed tluit it should

go "over the top," and It did.

"Billy" Marshman, chairman of the committee, routed out his

troupe of freshmen and elected them the decorating committee with
himself as overseer. After a strenuous day of it the chapter room looked

fine, and was a source of many compliments from our fair guests.
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A keg of cider, not too hard, was on tap, and was backed by a great
bowl of ginger cookies.
About nine o'clock the party was in full swing and everyone seemed

to be having a great time.
Brother C. Williams entertained the crowd with an exhibition of

clogging which displayed no mean ability and the applause testified

as to his ability.
Of the guests present, four were from out of the city. Dorothy Balas,

and Katherine McGeehan from Hate College, and .Adelaide, and .Mary
Currier from Havre De Grace, Maryland.
The "witching hour" marked an end to the merriment and amid

laughter and chattering, the guests departed, wishing the boys many

more such parties.

ETA

Harry J. Schaeffer, Hislorian

The year 1925-26 marks another chapter In the history of Eta Chapter.
With a representative nucleus of loyal brothers remaining from last

year, and with those initiated this term, we are looking forward to a

banner year for Kappa Psi.
The senior class election resulted in the election of Brother George

Bennett of Harrisburg as president of the Pharmacy Class, and Brother

Harry Schaeffer of Bethlehem as senior academic president. In addi

tion to this we are proud to announce the appointment of Brother
Clair Williams as editor-in-chief of the college annual. The Graduate.

Thus far this year w-e have had tw-o smokers and needless to say

the old pep so characteristic of all of our affairs predominated.
Those men Initiated and accepted for the betterment of Kappa Psi

were: John Hamilton Barrow, 51 S. 7th St., Sunbury; Percy S. Braund,
113 South Ave., Dubois; George M. Clark, Mansfield; Harry Downes

Davis, 22 E. Bertsch St., Lansford; Clarence Eugene Dorn, Sedalia,
Ohio; Charles W. .Moyer, 2327 .Ann St., and William Zeglin, 5788

Stewart St., Philadelphia; George Richards, 90 Virginia Ave., Coates

ville; Parke W. Unangst, 1043 Lincoln St., Easton; Leroy T. \'an

Alstyne, 220 Lippencott Ave., Riverside, New Jersey; Harry J. \ an
Lier, 130 Walnut St., Bridgeton, New Jersey; John D. Walkinson,
1205 Sterling St., Coatesville; William S. Brinsfield, Royal Oak, Mary
land, and Maurice W. Waite, 403 6th St., Huntington.
We wish to welcome Into our midst Brother C. Lee Huyck of Beta-

Delta Chapter, and Brother Clyde W. Geiter of Beta-Nu Chapter.
In the near future we are giving a dinner to the Fratres in Facultate

in our chapter dining room. All are looking forward to this event as a

means of promoting a more personal touch with our faculty brothers.

Plans are nearing completion for our house party to take place some

time during April. The success of our last party being a stimulus we

are extending ourselves to make It the bigge.st and the best.
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THETA

C. B. C.vsL.vx, Jr., Hislorian

Theta Chapter began the year 1925 -26 with thirteen active members,
and by October 10, eighteen men had been pledged to Kappa Psi. Two
of the men pledged coming from the present senior class.

On October 21, the following members were initiated: B. N. Austin,
H. .Adams. B. H. Coiner, S, R. Firebaugh, B, L. Foley, B. G. Fitzhugh,
M. P. Gunby, B. F. Grady, Jr., A. C. Foster, N. S. Pannell, O. E. Trent,
I. D. Harvey, A. C. Owens, C. A. Pollard, R. E. Schofield, F. B. Simpson,
Jr.. J. H. Sullender, and G. B. Harman. The ceremonies proved very
successful there being plenty of "action" on the p.irt of both old and
nevv members.
Our annual smoker was held one week after initiation which was

enjoyed by everyone present. Besides the active members we had with
us Brother Wortley F. Rudd, Dean School of Pharmacy; Medical College
of \'irginia, Richmond, and Brother W. G. Crockett, professor of Phar
macy, Medical College of Virginia, Richmond. Since the smoker in October,
we have given one dance and also had our annual banquet. The banquet
was held at Murphy's Hotel. This was held just before we left school
for the Christmas holidays and was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone
present. Now we are planning for a dance in February which will, of
course be followed by small ones later In the year.
In the senior class, four of the six class officers are held by Kappa Psi

men as follows: vice president, secretary and treasurer, athletic repre
sentative. X-ray representative. In the junior class every office is held

by a member of Kappa Psi. The work of the chapter In every way has
been all we could hope for, and during the remainder of the year we

expect to make more progress than we have so far.

XI

L. F. \'iMN(j, Historian

Xi chapter of Kappa Psi, has successfully started its first year. Every
charter member returned to school, and everjone assisted greatly
in our start.

VVe worked very hard, trying to line up the best men possible, and we

now feel that we have been amply rewarded, for we have eight good
pledges; good men and good students.
The following men were pledged: Forrest B. Ashcroft, Newark;

Kussell R. Frew, New Philadelphia; Ovid J. Radenbaugh, Payne;
Paul N. Stark, Chillicothe; James T. Mc Daniel and Owen T. Tarrier,
Zanesville; Ralph U. Stine, Akron, and Dale U. Shaupp, Troy.
On November 14, we held our first Initiation; one which will always

be remembered by brothers of Kappa Psi.
Here are the initiates: Frank H. Sweeney, Gallon; Don llaiin.i and

I.ee II. Wellock, Columhus, and Harry 11. Copi), I'^ast '^'oungstown.
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We have Inaugurated a table at the house, and invite our brothers to

stop for a meal, while In Columbus.
.A number of our men are trying out for the freshman football team

and we expect to carry off our share of freshman numerals.

Be-sides athletes, we have a number of musicians and our orchestra Is

coming along In fine shape.
.Although greatly handicapped by obstacles peculiar to starters, we

have done our best In the way of social affairs. Since the beginning of
the school year we have pulled two dances, both at the chapter house;
one in October, and on the night of the Homecoming game. Both

were attended by actives and pledges, and we were also honored by the

presence of several brothers from neighboring chapters. We are now

looking forward to a big party we expect to give just before the holidays.
The officers carrying on the work this year are:

Regent: J. E. Anderson
Vice Regent: J. .A. Doddridge
Secretary: L. \'. Risch
Treasurer: .\I. I. Evan
Historian: I.. F. X'ining
Chaplain W. E. Smith

With the inauguration of the"four-yearcourseonly"at Ohio State, we

expect our chapter to go big. It has given us a better opportunity tJ

choose good material, than the shorter course would have given. We

expect to do our best In college activities; we expect to drill scholarship
Into our men; in fa t we expect to build up a real chapte.".

SIGMA

Ernest B. .M vkx. Hislorian

The opening of the school ye;ir 1925 -26 lirought forth some Interesting
news and prospects for Sigma. When everyone returned to college.
eighteen active inembers answered the roll and since then we have
initiated thirteen more, making a total of thirty-one actlv-e members.
This Is the largest number of active members that Sigma has ever had.
Since the adoption of the three-year course in the School of Pharmacy

of the University of Maryland, Signia will become stronger, due to the
fact that the men will be In personal contact every day for three vears

instead of two, and also there will be three classes Instead of two, giv-ing
a greater opportunity for more fraternity material.
Brother Paul Miller, who was Regent last year, failed to return to

school this year, so Brother John C. Bauer automatically became Regent.
Brother Bauer Is wtirklng diligently for Signia, and thus far his efl'orts

have been crowned with success. Brother Benick Is now \'Ice Regent.
Dr. E. F. Kelly, Dean of the School of Pharinacy, University of

Maryland, and a brother in Kappa Psi, has been unanimously elected as

permanent secretary of the .American Pharmaceutical .Association.
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Sigma hates to see Dr. Kelly leave her inimedi.ite vicinilv. but we feel
certain that he will give all the spare time that he can liml lo ns. At
.my rate, we wish Dr. Kellv all the success possible on his nevv sojourn.

Brother J. Marvin .Andrews, who was an assistant instructor In the

Department of Chenilstrv', is now .Associate Professor of Pharmacy.
Brother .Andrews deserves much credit for his untiring efforts In keeping
Kappa Psi out in front.

UPSILON

Fi-OYD A. Stamper, Hislorian

The Upsilon Chapter of Kappa Psi of the Louisville College ol I'har-

niacy opened October 1, 1925 with 100 per cent, of the old men back in
harness again to carry on and better the work of the preceding year.
Our first meeting was held with all men present: namely. Brothers

(Van\-, Bard, Jones, Stamper, Duncan, Anderson, Crook, \'an Bebber,
Kankin, Ray, .Adams, Dupree, Talbott, Zapp, and Tibbals. Recom

mendations were heard and discussed on several prospective pledges.
Two weeks later we had the pleasure of pledging four seniors�J. W.

.Alexander, .A. K. Palmore, Keith Crume, and Campbell, all from Ken

tucky. .Also eight freshmen�W. C. Jackson, Fred Davidson, and Joe
.Anderson from Kentucky; A. L. Chipley, West \'irginia; W. Hoover,
Ohio; and L. Woods, R. N. Massie, and R. Stone from Arkansas. These
men come to us highly recommended and we feel as if we have the pick
of the school judging from their last month's work In school. The chapter
has passed a rule that all pledges must have an average of 85 in all sub

jects with the e.xceptIon of two, before they can be Initiated. We feel
as though we hav-e accomplished a good step in passing this rule as It

gives our men a better chance for class and school honors. Last year
Brother James \'. Driscoll carried off senior hono."S and we hope to,
duplicate the feat again this year.
Our annual smoker and banquet was held October 2i, at the Seel-

back Hotel, special music, eats, and addresses were on the program.
Our toastmaster for the evening was Regent O. W. Crany and after a

short talk he introduced former Regent of Upsilon Chapter, Chas. \'.

Selby of West \'irginia who made a ver>- inspiring talk on "Fraternal
ism." Brother F. D. Stall, Instructor in Pharinacy of the Louisville

College of Pharmacy also gave a very Interesting address. We have been

holding these banquets the first of every year, mainly for the purpose
of "getting a line" on the freshmen and so giving us a chance to weed
out and look over the best prospects for fraternity material. Greater
interest is being taken In Fraternity work since the passing of the three-

year. Instead of two-year, course, and in the near future, we predict
Upsilon Chapter will set a m.irk that our other brother ch.ipters will

be shooting at for a long time.
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CHI

Cecil R. \'eatch. Historian

Having just finished a group of exams, the boys in the house of the
Chi Chapter, have been celebrating, and paying tribute to our dear

professors, who love us as they love their wives, who take such great
Interest In our slow, steady, but upward trod; and give us, on every,
occasion, only questions that are impossible to answer incorrectly.
To prevent any impression of prevarication, probably we should say

that the above is an overestimatlon. However we can truthfully ack

nowledge that the University of Illinois School of Pharmacy has some

of the fairest and squarest professors we have ever met.

No doubt if we would have had to go through some of the things they
have, and answered the "brainless" questions, asked by some of the
verdant freshmen (and seniors), we would have long been In the Psycho
pathic.
Then why should we not sit up until 3 a.m. trying to solv-e a problem

in Pharmaceutical .Arithmetic, or to write the structural formulas for
some of those simple organic compounds.

.At the present time Chi Chapter has thirty-three active members, and
fourteen senior pledges, whom, we expect soon, to make active.

Beginning with this year the University of Illinois School of Phar

macy requires three years for graduation Instead of two. Consequently
we have only a freshman and senior class now. .Nevertheless, the mem

bers of the pledge committee hav-e been busy endeavoring to get a

goodly share of the best fellows to carry on the Chi Chapter next year.
The officers at the present time are:

Regent: Hugh Felker Vice Regent: Charles R. Moore
Treasurer: Otho C. Sherrick Secretary: Thomas H. Hicks
Historian: Cecil R. \eatch Chaplain: Fred Krauss

Sargent at .Arms: M. Hurless

The first affair of importance this school year was a smoker held
November 6. .At this we becaine acquainted with some of the freshmen

whom, we hope to be able to call brothers soon.

The first chapter dance of 1925-26, was held November 13 in the

Crystal Room of the Great Northern Hotel. The Marigold Garden

Syncopaters furnished extraordinarily good music. Practically all active
members, and members of the Chicago Graduate Chapter were present,
as were as many friends of both.
The members of the Chi Chapter of Kappa Psi with their pledges

were specially invited to attend a joint meeting of the Lambda Kappa
Sigma sororIt>-, and the Chicago Section of the .American Pharmaceu
tical Association December 11 at the Pharinacy Building. The sorority
gave a very snappy pla>'. The Southern Cinderella. This, as well as the

bright stunts of the Kappa Psi pledges, was enjoyed by all.
We felt quite highly honored at the senior class election of officers.

Four of the five newly elected officers were Kappa Psi members. Brother
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G. McCandlish was elected presiilent; Brother P. X'oipe, vice president;
Miss H. Shelton of the Lambda Kapp:i Sigma sorority, secretary;
Brother W. Barnes, treasurer, and Brother R. Zypsie, Sargent at arms.
Our house this year has been doing exceedingly well In more than one

respect. No doubt this is due to the unexcelled management by Brother
W'endell .Aldrich, our house manager.
The Chi Chapter of Kappa Psi extends their best wishes to all brothers

of the other chapters, and also a cordial invitation to all brothers to

visit the house while In Chicago. We will ende:ivor, to the very best of
our ability, to entertain you.
The fourteen senior pledges whom we expect to initiate into Chi Frl-

tlay, December 18, are: J. D. Cooper, Oak Park; T.G. Factor, Mt. Stear-
ling; E. H. Forbrick, Cicero; W. Giese, Bloomington; F. F.
Mathews, Antioch; J. Meara, Decatur; G. Meyer, Joliet; K. Nelson,
North Chicago; O. Williams, L. Frohs, H. Fuchs, T. Hanson, E. Lam

besis, and M. W. Wills, Chicago.

PSI

H. B. Massey, Jr., Hislorian

On October 3, Brother Godman and Brother Robinson of the grad
uate chapter of the Kappa Psi Fraternity gave us an Interesting talk

concerning this Fraternity. The most interesting part of it was to be a

luncheon at the Gayosa Hotel that night. Eight of the class attended and

they were pledged. On the following Friday night the following were

Initiated: R. T. Odmn', N. H. Henry, P. H. Cook, W. F. Reitz, T. E.

Hihbit, Jr., H. A..MciUwain,and H. B. Massey, Jr.
The next Tuesday night we were given more information about the

Fraternity. .Also, officers were elected, they are as follows:

Regent: R. T. Odom Treasurer: T. E. Hibbit, Jr.
Vice Regent: W. F. Reitz Historian: H. B. Massey, Jr.
Secretary: N. H. Henry Chaplain: H. A. Meillwain

The last week of October, Harris, T. P. Coker, J. T. Holmes and 1 1. II .

Bonner, Jr., were taken In our beloved Fraternity.
On the evening of November 11 we were entertained with a luncheon

and talks given by Dr. A. R. Bliss, Jr., Grand Register and Editor.
On the Tuesday night following, William R. Hampton and R. L.

Palmer joined our Fraternity.
The Friday night following Wm. F. Rietz gave a dance for the Kappa

I'si members.
We have our meetings at the Chamber of Commerce of Memphis,

Tennessee. This Fraternity, Kappa Psi, was reorganized in the fall of
1925. It is growing fast for Its birth to be on the evening of October 3,
1925 when wfe freshmen of the~Fharmacy class of the University of
Tennessee were pledged.
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OMEGA

Donald E. .McHenry, Jr., Historian

Omega opened its official year with a grand slam. At the senior class
election Kappa Psi carried off the honors by getting thre3 out of a pos
sible four offices. Robert E. Parkes our Nice Regent and junior class

president was again elected to that office, Robert Kelly was elected vice

president and Chester Jarmolowicz sargent at arms. This gives Omega
undisputed leadership for the two years of our collegiate course.

.Soon after a very successful Smoker on October 16 we had our first
Initiation at which time the following pledges were made brothers:
R. Thorward M. Throiii, J. Massacko, J. DI .Angelo. T. Fraschella, and J.
(iesuldl. We w-ere very pleased to have with us at that time three brothers
from (iamma Chapter and also a number of our own alumni. At the
conclusion of the ceremonies, we were served with a most excellent re

past. .Among the faculty brothers present were Drs. E. Little, C. E.

Fanslau, and M. A. Dittmar all of whom gave splendid addresses en

couraging us to higher attainment in Scholastic standing.
Plans for our annual ball will soon be completed. This affair will

undoubtedly be the social event of the year in New Jersey College of

Pharmacy, and the committee is working night and day to make it the
best Omega has ever had.

Following are two very important extracts from the Omega Oil, our
chapter paper.
Joseph Bilogan and Harry Petrozzini have been leaders in all their

undertakings until lately, but henceforth they will be led. These brothers
were recently married and we wish them all the happiness In the world.
W'illiam McNulty has become a genuine business man. He just opened

hisown pharm;icy in Montdair. Lot'; of lurk to you Bill!

BETA-DELTA

B. C. Dn.i'iD, Historian

During the long sultry summer days, the now senior m:^ni'i)ers of Beta
Delta had ample time for unmolested thoughts and rec^illections. Idle

hours In which to arouse that dust covered Intellectual machine. .Mo

ments to recall the glories and trials of the past year, and moments to

conceive of plans for a more successful college year. Now we do not

profess to be superhuman Intellectuallsts nor do we harbor the belief
that we are poetical day dreamers, this little effort brought to light
unsurpassed boasters for Beta- Delta, and some nev-er to be forgotten
''thrillers" for the initiates.
On Sept. 21 the various trains and Casey side-door pullmans from Long

Island and the south, Ilion and the north, not to mention the Cadillacs,
Packards, Fords, and other chicken catchers used by our brothers;
ground brakes in and around the Union Station, There was one grand
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evolution of accumulated potential energy when the boys parked their

bags on the dear old Albany soil. Yes back to the grind for another year
with plenty of pep and vivacity and some with good Intentions for study.
After the usual pump handle session and fraternity greetings we decided
that the next best Issue on deck was to arrange plans for a "wow" of a
smoker. To this end we collected on the night of September 30 to

participate in consuming the vile weed, listening to the summers latest,
handing out some handy tips, and instructing the raw material as to the

history and prestige of Kappa Psi. Needless to state, we left a deep-seated
impression but not so deep as was to be inflected during the Initiating
period. After having hooked on the ball and chain and attempted
navigation through the channels of study, we entered rushing session
on high bagging some mighty fine material. With the experienced aid of
Brothers Russell and Reiman as coaches we whipped the following team

into grand or perhaps granulated condition. The new lineup Is as follows:
F. P. Welch, '26, (Playing what's left at the end of a perfect day). S. T.

(irosch, '26, (On the right end of the string). D. C. Sheehan, '26,
(Holding the postion of Left mudguard); C. E. Woodcock, '26, (Holding
the postion of Right mudguard); C. B. Heverin '27. (tackles them right);
P. H. Hughes, '27, (Tackles them left); R. E. McConneU, '27; B. S.

Lonergan, '27, (Playing stellar positions at left and right drawbacks);
F. L. Root, '27, (Is in his accustomed place at away back); J. A. Shipe,
'27, (Is a .25 back); G. F. Werklns, '27, (Is in the center of the mess);
D. IL Wasner, '27; C. H. Teakle, '27, and S. S. Block, '27, (are bench
warmers for the season).
This invincible machine had some fine airel attack (against nothing but

air), on the state gridiron. Due to their numerous victories strange dls-

appearences they were awarded with a variety of decorations.
Our chapter is out In front In athletlcal honors. Mac McCarty is cap

tain of basketball. Dick Reiman is playing center, and Potter is manager
of the team. Steve Grosch is manager of bowling.
On the political blotter we hav-e Ben Russel, senior Executive Board,

we have a few members on the yearbook board, and the rest of us looking
for a passing grade on the State Board. John Hanford, Regent, is running
a good race has the tape in his pocket and no opposition.
Our first social splurge, the annual ball, will be held during Prom week.

By consensus of opinion. Kappa Psi spreads the best affairs in .Albany so

dig up your Tuxs ye loyal members of this august body.
Mac McKenna, '24, has opened a store in Albany. Moir Tanner, '24,

is manager for J. Hanford In Stamford, New York. Tony Lance, '24, Is
assistant manager of LIgetts in Oneanta, New York. Pop Morse, '24, is in
Liberty, New York. Free and easy Pop. Smooth Clemens, '24, is at

Bradts in Albany. A. Bishop, '24, is in Altamont, Nevv York, a fast town
people speed through to get a start for the hill. Art Palmer, '23, is in Glen

Head. Doc McClellan, '22, is manager for LIgetts in Oneanta. Tom

Shott, '24, opened a store in Anagansett, Long Island. H. McBride is in

Miami, Florida. I low about a nice site for a new chapter house jMac? Not
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more than twentv- minutes drop from the surface. We have with us

.A. R. Sisson. j. \'. Weston, and F. Coon of Gamma-Iota Chapter of
Biiflalo LWiIversity.

BETA-ZETA

Ralph Jo.nes, Hislorian

Beta-Zeta started the year with fifteen old menibers back In school.
This was in addition to about six old pledges who returned to school. We

lost six men by graduation last year, and we filled up the house with

eight new pledges. They are all good men, many of which any other

fraternity on the campus would have been glad to get. They are: Allen

Young, CoquiUe; Dick McGraw, Portland; Preston Rohner, Baker;
Roland Johnson, Independence; Joe Morgan, Corvallis; Roy Brown,
Burns; George Johnson, Medford; and Ivan Male, Eugene.
Beta-Zeta gav-e a very successful Informal dance October 24. We had

several alumni present, and also had as guests. Dean Ziefle and Professor
Powers of the Pharmacy Department of the College. A feature of the

evening was the announcement of the engagement of Brother Frank J.
Golden to Esther Lucille Cottle. We had the best music on the campus,
and the hall was nicely decorated. Everyone reported a splendid time.
We believe a few more social ev-ents of this kind and class would help to

put Kappa Psi on the Oregon Agricultural College campus. We are

planning more dances now, and have already scheduled a formal Sun

day dinner. We find Sunday formal dinners with college women as

guests, a great help In perfecting our table manners.

Our chapter of Kappa Psi have been very actlv-e in Interfraternity
athletics this term. While we have not won any championships, we have
let the other fraternities know that we are here and have to be contended
with. There are about thirty-five fraternities here on the campus, so we

have quite a little competition.
Homecoming this year was not what it should have been even though

we did play the University of Montana and won easily. This was perhaps
due to the fact that this game did not attract as many of the alunini back
as does the Oregon game. We had the spirit but didn't seem to be able
to use It to a good advantage. Next year provided we have a good game
we hope to even up this old score, have a lot of pep and make a Homecom

ing what it should be. One thing though several of the fellows came a

long way to be with us for a few days and we hope that they were not

disappointed.
Our present ofificers are:

Regent, Rhesa Duncan
Vice Regent, Andrew Irwin

Secretary, Leland Rohner

Historian, Ralph Jones
Chaplain, Kenneth Moody
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However, our election Is to be held soon, and we shall have an entirely
nevv set of officers. The retiring officers have done everything that they
could for the betterment of the F'raternlty, and we hate to lose them, but
they are still going to be active in the chapter.
All of the fellows reported a splendid Thanksgiving vacation, and came

back with renewed ambition to get good grades. We hope that you all

enjoyed your vacation as much as Beta-Zeta, and that you were as glad
to get back to the Kappa Psi fold as we were. There will be more to tell

about next time, as we will have several new- members by that time.

BETA-ETA

(jLI.N C. W i-.BKK, llisturian

The coming of the new year means to us the Initiation of three new men

of sterling character. We hope soon, also, to get several promising fresh
men Into our midst.
Our chapter has instituted monthly pharmaceutical meetings, at which

time all students and faculty inembers are invited, and some interest

ing topic is discussed.
Dr. Pierce, a local pharmacist and a member of Theta Chapter, has

been elected Grand Council Deputy.
Brothers Norman and Thompson are w-orking in local drug stores.

Prep Ridenaur is a promising candidate for the varsity basket ball
team.

We other members are holding our own both as to grades and activi
ties.
We received our paraphernalia last week, and are working up our ritual

in order to present the new Kappa Psi to the Incoming men. They are:

Buriey Emerick, Uniontown, Pennsylvania; Roy Chambers, Mounds-

ville, West X'irginia; and Harold Ridenaur, Princeton, West \'lrglnla.

BETA-KAPPA

R. N. Keown. Historian

During 1924-25, the Beta Kappa News was originated, a new and last

ing Idea, which has grown from a hand printed sheet to an eight page

paper.
It met with overvvhelinlng success from the graduates.
But we find, in giving you what was best, it required more time and

thought than the active members could give. So we are asking you old

"grads" to give us a hand and send In any piece of news you have about

any of the menibers. We need your help�without it we cannot hope to

succeed.
The companies advertising In the paper will read It and decide then

whether it is a profitable investment or not. .Now� they will judge Its
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value by your interest, so help Hit,i Kappa Xeies to get going by giving
us news, and pleiitv" of it.
Remember, men, it Is these advertisers who in, ike possible the publir.i-

tion of this paper and all we ask of you Is your co-operation. II vou do this
vou will see Beta Kappa News become better each v'ear.

Therefore, brothers, if vou wish to make soniebodv h.ippv , dro|) us a

line for our next Issue.
The opening number, for the Beta Kappa chapter, w.is held In the

form of a dance at our house, Friday, November 10. We had a very
large crowd, and the whole evening was a great success. Aside from the
dance we have not been very active In that direction. We have lined up
about fifteen nevv pledges whom we expect to give the first degree short
ly after the Thanksgiving holidays. We are also working on the first

publication of the year, of our monthly paper called the Bela Kappa
Ne'ii-s which we expect to have printed within the next few days.
We were a little slow In getting started this year but we won't be be

hind anyone after we get going right.
We now have a S2000 life membership fund, and expect to add about

the same amount to that before the year is over. Everyone of our active
members is aiming at a life membership before the school year Is over. At
that rate, we can finish paying for our present house within the next

vear.

BETA-XI

.A. W. Clayton, Jr., Hislorian

Beta-XI Chapter now has twenty-three active menibers. The men

pledged last spring, five in number, were initiated soon after the opening
9^:|th'ool In September. Ten of the old menibers returned after the sum-

met, holidays. Five nevv members were taken in when our first initiation
was held in October. These men have assisted us greatly In pledging
Ireshmen, and have been among the best workers in the Fraternity.
The three-year course which was installed this term caused a great

decrease in number of first-year students. As a result selecting men who
were to become our brothers has been quite a proposition, f-lowever, we
have been very fortunate, and have pledged and initiated several who
have proved themselves worthy Kappy Psi Brothers.
On November 19, nine new men were taken in. This group constituted

the largest number to be taken In at one time for quite a while. Their
names are as follows: J. C. Brantley, Raleigh; C. H. Oakley, Roxboro;
M. R. Lewis, Atkinson; L. S. Sullivan, New York; C. H. Crabtree, San
ford; J. L. Holshouser, Rockwell; R. G. Kale, Catawba; Bruce Bryan,
.AsheviUe; and L. L. Wetmore, Lincolnton.
Brother Brantley is a meniber of Chi Tau, and lirother Crabtree is a

pledge to the same fraternity.
Th:inksgiving Day Is Homecoming Day at the University. Our foot

ball leain meets the football team of the University of \'Irginia in wli.il is
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considered one of the football classics of the south. We are expecting,
and making preparations to meet a great many of the alunini of Kappa
Psi on that date.
I am sending >'ou under separate cover a photograph of our Regent,

Brother Wartman, to be given space In the next Issue of The Mask.
We are very enthusiastic over our prospects of a most successful year,

and are doing our best to build up the strongest chapter In the history of
Beta-XL

BETA-SIGMA

W. -A. Co.NDiE, Historian

The officers of Beta-Sigma are going to try and compile a few of the
Fraternity happenings which might be of Interest to our brothers, since
our return to school In September 1925.
Since the beginning of school, we have been very busy and have worked

hard during the rushing season, and as a result of our happy eflorts, on

Friday, October 30, 1925, we pledged twelve highly promising, forceful,
and vigorous men.

Albert Doerr, .Ashley: James .McCarty, York; Geo. H. Sampson, and
C. J. Schoberg, Fargo; Richard Riggs, Jamestown; Cilen Shelver, Shel
don; Walter Renwick, Bathgate; Ernest Nelson. Hatton; Theo. Eyolf
son, P:irk River; E, (i. Ferguson, Drayton; Norm.m Hurtle. Russell. :ind
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Casper Hanson, HiUsboro. We hope these men will prove worthy of
initiation before the close of the school year.
Of the twelve charter members that formed the nucleus of our chapter,

only one, Norman Welch of Larimore, is with us this year. Brother
Welch was here a year ago, but had to stay out last year on account of
illness.
With a successful period of rookyship the following men will be ini

tiated Saturday, November 21 : Theo. Eyolfson, Park RIver;Theo. Hagen,
HiUsboro; George T. Lee, and George H. Sampson, Fargo; James
McCarty, York; Ernest Nelson, Hatton; A'ictor Ramstad, Moorhead,
Minnesota, and Stanley Wold, Enderlin.
Brother Henry Rice, a graduate of 1925 Is no longer master of his own

fate, but has succumbed to feminine enchantment. The marriage cere

mony took place in Fargo, October, 1925. The chapter wishes Brother
Rice a joyous voyage In the realm of double cussedness, and may his
troubles be little ones and many of them.
Brother Alex W. Ringness of Morris, Minnesota, spent a couple of

days with us last week, but where did he spend the evening? Ask "Do"

eh, Alex? Alex Is located at Morris and is working with his father at the

present date. .Alex Is very thin, but Miss .Anderson of Fargo has spent the
last two weeks at Morris, so maybe all Alex needs Is a little sleep.
The following brothers have given us a call since graduation last

spring:
.Arthur L. Johnson, Carrington; Theo. Wall, Bismarck; .Alex Ringness,

Morris, Minn.; Les Oliver, Oberon; .Al Bischof, Mandan; Henr>- Rice,
Fargo; and William Theissen, Fargo.
Beta-Sigma extends heartfelt sympathy to Brother .Al Bischof who

recently lost his father, Mr. .A. Bischof of Washburn. Brother Bischof
arrived here November 9, and wrote the fioard the day following. .Al

stayed only a short while due to the death of his father.

Beta-Sigma had the pleasure of entertaining Messrs. Hallenberg,
Porterfield and Haussamen, members of the State Board of Pharinacy,
and Professors Sudro Jongeward of the School of Pharmacy, at dinner on
Tuesday, November 10, 1925 at the chapter house.

The officers carrying on the work for the present >-ear are:

Regent: Theo. Herman, Beulah
Vice Regent: Carl Peterson, Duluth, Minn.
Secretary: Geo. J. Holicky, Lakota
Treasurer: .Albert Neumann, Gackle
Historian: W. .A. Condie, Bottineau
Chaplain: .A. B. Conv-erse, Red Lake Falls, .Minn.
Rooky Master: .A. E. Schonecker, Fargo

Brother Willie Condie and Bud "Mable" Converse, Norman Welch,
are the chief assistants of the stock room this year.

On the evening of October 17, 1925, we gathered at the chapter house
and had a real dancing party. We were honored in having as our patron
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.ind p.itronesses Prolessor :ind i\lrs. W. F. Sudro, and Professor .ind .Mis.
M.l ttys Jongeward, as our guests.
Brother Brocksmith of Nashua, Montana, :i graduate of 1925 met wilh

a serious accident a few weeks ago, breaking a few bones in his leg and

spraining his ankle, but at this writing he Is doing nlccl>-.
.Alumni or Beta-Sigma this finishes our letter. I hope that you have

enjoyed this to some extent. But I hope the ones following will be much

improved. Remember that the quality of these chapter letters is in p:irt
up to V ou. If you happen to get a line on something serious or otherwise
about the brothers, shoot 'er in and we'll put 'er In our next letter. You
can look for our final venture for this school year about the first of June.

We wish the Kappa Psi brothers success ami extenti to them al! ;i

heart>- Inv-Itation to giv-e us a visit.

BETA-EFSILON

R.VYMONi) 11. l.vvALLEE, Historian

On October the 10 the Beta Epsilon Chapter held election of officers
and the following were elected:

Regent: Oliver J. Lanoue
Vice Regent: Dana B. Smith
Treasurer: Raymond P. ThoUefsen

Secretary, Hislorian: Raymond H. Lavallee

Chaplain: George W. Harrington
Grand Chapter Deputy: Professor Edward
Shalcross, faculty.

The installation of officers was held on October 17.
The members of this chapter are very much interested in their work as

Kappa Psi, men and are planning a year of activity. We are increasing the

membership with new and young blood, four men having already been
taken in. We are also going to have a dance in January which is much
looked for by the graduate chapter. A committee has been appointed as

follows: John F. McCormick, Lionel Therlault, and Raymond P. ThoUef
sen. It is our intention to hold a banquet early in February.
The business meetings are held ev-ery Wednesday at four thirtv P. M.

immediately after class, and they are well attended.
The degree team is composed of Oliver J. Lanoue, Kavniond II.

Lavallee, John F. McCormick, James Beach, Jr., Edward N. Kelley,
Omer Bergeron, and Lionel Theriault.
The Beta-Epsilon Chapter from the Rhode Island College of Pharmacy

and Allied Sciences held her annual dance January 20 at Froebel Hall on

.Angell Street, Providence.
The dance started at 8 p. M. and shortly afterwards everyone was hav

ing a pleasant time. We had five, men on pledges and they acted as aids
under the supervision of the members of the chapter. None of these men

were ble to sing or dance, l)ut nevertheless they were called upon to
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sing and dance.. They were Messrs. Leo Trainor, John McCarthy,
Charles Kappanagian, Emery Levesque, and Frank Mastrolla.
For publicity we had the honor of having our dance announced over

radio through Station WE.AN, The Shepard Company of Providence.

GAMMA-DELTA

L. \'. Jo.N'ES, Historian

Gamma-Delta Chapter of Kappa Psi opened Its school year with six
teen active members. Brothers Best, Jentes, Phillips, and Blocher re

turned to school after an absence of two years, at which time Brother

Jentes attended Wittenberg College. Brother Brysacz joined us from
Beta-Beta Chapter, Reserve.

We have great pleasure In announcing the Initiation of C. G. Hess, and
.A. R. Dickison into our Chapter on November 5.

Due to school regulations, we are not allowed to pledge before the end
the first term. During the first term we were able to pick out a number of
boys for pledgeship. At the end of the term we pledged the following:
E. M. Rhuark, A. Hill, K. O. Hoffman, W. J. Ketrow, L. Pierron, E. W.

Jackson, Jr., L. \', Flocken, M. H. Wilder, E. Honeck, L. Lowe, C. L.

Rarden, G. E. Razer, and R. Da>'.
.Northern has adopted the three-year course and in doing so will help

our chapter greatly.
To date we have accomplished a great task, that has been postponeda

number of times; that is the starting of a table at our house. We finally
got it going the second week of school and it Is coming along in first-class
condition. The boys are all well satisfied and onl\- wish that they had
started It long before this.
Brother Rohrs played a wonderful position as halfback on the var

sity eleven this year and made his N. We all wish Wally the best of luck
for the rest of his football days, as this is Wally's first year at v-arsity
Football.
Brother Shumaker could not return to school this year so Brother Luce

was appointed to fill his position as Secretary at our first meeting.
Brothers Shoup, Saum, Gauvey, Brown, Theaker, Houglan, and Livsey

passed the Board in June. Brothers Beil, Franke, Holser, and Trory
passed the October Board.
We had the pleasure of having Brother J. W. Good of Beta-Gamma

Chapter visit us a few weeks ago.
Brother "Swede" Selen who attended school in 1924 spent a few da>-s

with us before returning to Jefferson Medical College where he is now-

attending school.
Brother "Pop" Thornton of Akron announced the birth of a baby boy

on July 3, 1925. Pop also announces a big reunion of the class of 1922;
details will follow.
Our social affairs have been very few in number due to the college

rules. So far this year we have had two smokers besides one given bv- the
O. N. V. P. A.
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Brother \<i:i\ Kor\ lias drifted away from his [)rofession as a i*iN Kolkr.
He is now seUing fritlgediars in Florida.

Akron Ohio seems to be a Kappa Psi town, last \acation there where
tweKe brothers who attended seliool here hisl year working; in or .ilmul
Akron.
Brothers Professors Raalie, Hamsher, Sleesman, and Huber are still

with us. Professor Hamp likes his smoke while chatting with the boys.
Brothers McConneU and Elder now are employed in Warren, Ohio.

Deafy McConneU still makes his regular visit to Ada, there surely must bc

some attraction.
A number of our alumni returned for I lonieeoming. Anujiig those

present were Brothers Thornton, E. Miller, Tannehill, Sulli\an, 1).

Brown, Bettinger, Beil Franke, Jefferies, Theaker, Shumaker and FAi\-

ridge.
Gamma-Delta Chapter extends hearty greetings and gootl luck to all

her sister chapters.

GAMMA ETA

The first meeting of Ciamma Eta chapter of Kapp.i Psi took place
October 6, at the Pharmacy Building. The business on hand was dis

pensed with and an election of officers held.
The officers for the following year are:

Regent: James O'Conner
Vice Regent: Lon Kenner
Treasurer : John Suchy
Secretary: Herschel Hoskins
Chaplain: Dean C. E. Mollett
Historian: Roger Wyatt

After the election of officers a communication from Brother Campbell
was read to the chapter. All the brothers were glad to hear about I-averne
even if we can't have him with us this year.
There were a few men from last year that were eligible for pledging.

These men were cussed and discussed and finally voted upon. The. men
who accepted our pledge pin are:�Perry Smith, John Shubert, Ralph
Greenleaf, Abbot, and Moyer. Plans for initiating these men are now-

underway. If everything goes as planned they will become Brothers in

Kappa Psi on November 6.
A few of our brothers scattered at the close of school last spring, but we

hear about them in spite of their attempts to keep us in the dark. I low

about this. Jack and Martin, It is rumored around the sacred percolator
that you two are having great success together at Havre. A line or two

will put us hep, R. S. V. P.
Brother Carkeek, your success at Clinton's is creeping back to us by

every traveling man that comes to town. Keep the pace old man and you

will own a store in no time.
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Rumor has it that lirothers Halverson and Vincent are also pill mixers
De Luxo. The chapter can stand enlightening, so R. S. V. P.�P. D. Q.

VVe hope and know that all the other Brothers of Gamma-Eta Chapter
are also doing good so rise and sing.
"F'orward to success in our chosen field."

GAMMA-IOTA

E. G. Walker, Historian

The members of this chapter were a little late In obtaining their house
this year, but after a few weeks of perseverance, we rented a conven

Iently located one-family house. This present home is within a ten-minute
walk of the campus and Is situated in such a w-ay that it is accessible to the
street cars to the downtown sections. The rent is very reasonable, thus
giving the menibers an opportunity to meet the payments. The place Is
not full as yet, but it is hoped to be in the future when there is a readjust
ment made.
There Is to be a graduate chapter ineeting here on December 8, and It

Is hope.! that there will be a goodly number present at that time.
The following men were initiated this fall soon after the house was

ready for occupancy: Melvern K. Ward, Buffalo; William Evans, Bath;
and James Sinclair Hill, Niagara Falls.
It is our aim to secure a number of prominent men of the city to speak

to the members, collegiate, as well as graduates, after the Christmas

holidays. In that way we hope to create a more inspiring chapter and let
the men know that there is something more to college than just the sam'.-

weary old "grind."
Graduate meniber. Brother Whitehead, has been more than energetic

In the way he has taken an interest in the activities of the chapter thi-
fall and If the session on December 8 Is successful It will be to his credit.

PORTLAND GRADUATE CHAPTER

Fred Mayer, Secretary-Treasurer.
The Portland Graduate Chapter is progressing nicely and expects to

put on a campaign to get all graduate brothers in this district interested.

Any brothers reading this who are in or near Portland please get in

touch with the Secretary' Edwin E. Mayer, care of Sawyer Service,
Incorporated, 181 Ella Street, or any of the above officers.

.Am writing this In haste hoping to get it Into the January issue. By the
time your next Issue goes to press we hope to have a more Interesting
letter from our Historian.
Officers for Portland Graduate Chapter are:

Regent: Chester H. Schwanberg
Vice Regent: V. M. Hall
Secretary: Edwin E. Mav'er
Historian: Ted Black

Chaplain: Dr. Ed. Hall
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NEW JERSEY GRADUATE CHAPTER

K(uu:ki P. Fisi Ul Its, Hislorian

Last night we had .i prelimiiiiirv- meeting at my home loi tlu- [uirpose ol

getting the Nevv Jersey Graduate Chapter underway. There were eight of
us here and we are going to call a meeting of the entire Graduate Chapter
In this district for Tuesday evening, January 26, at vvliirh time we hope to
form a permanent organization.
We have hopes that we will have a very active chapter here and we arc

calling It the New Jersey Graduate Chapter rather than the Newark

Chapter so as to include the manv- men in the surrounding territory.

MISSISSIPPI GRADUATE CHAPTER

.Away out in that part of the country where "The West Begins" we

have found the inception of a little idea that is being used for the purpose

of keeping in touch with the graduate member and by the same means

whereby the graduate member will keep in touch with the collegiate
chapter.
What brother is responsible for the Idea that Beta-Sigma Chapter of

Fargo, North Dakota sponsors in the manner of a news letter, we do not

know, but since he has originated the idea and Beta-Sigma has taken

hold of it with youthful vigor. It would seem that the prospects for It

being nursed well during its tender years to a point where it will bloom
forth in all its glory to bring honor to Beta-Sigma, are most certain.

This Is an idea that many chapters, both graduate and collegiate could

well Imitate, the news letter put forth by Beta-Sigma is just as its name

would indicate, brim full of news, a neat reproduction from the stencil,
well written, good language, good paper, well margined and spaced, in a

very few words it is a well designed sheet to attract attention and the

contents are very Interesting to the collegiate as well as the graduate
member.

Reports from Central Office would Indie ite th it we are on the road of

progress since our separation from the medical unit just as we were when

we were travelling In double harness. Petitions and applications for new
chapters continue to be presented. If they can. and do meet the require
ments they are given serious consideration, if not, they are discarded,
before they have the opportunity to blacken the eye of Psi.

There is hardly the activity among the graduate knights as there should

be when we consider them as the membership, in some localities the work

is fine, the co-operation splendid, but in most instances there is much room

for improvement. Such conditions are to a large extent brought about
through the business of the graduate members, they are for ever on the go

trying to make their mark in their work, they do not have the time for

association with their brothers as they did when at school and living In the

Fraternity house or In the neighborhood with several of the other fel

lows, what the graduate knights need Is to saturate themselves with the
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fraternalism of Kappa Psi, if necessary to the point of super-saturation,
then things will pick up In graduate circles.
The graduate meniber should represent a more or less concrete founda

tion upon which the collegiate menibers can stand to build the future of

our wonderful Fraternity, from the graduate membership should come

the encouragement in words, deeds and finance to assist the collegiate
members to build and build well In character, ideals, research, progress
and scholarship�How about it big boy, are you putting anything into

Kappa Psi or are you simply taking something out?

M. A. PHILLIPS. Historian

Milwaukee Graduate Chapter

MILWAUKEE GRADUATE CHAPTER

M..\. I'liiLLii's, ///5/or/a�

The Graduate Chapter of Milwaukee Is now about two years old. Our

plans are to build up a strong graduate chapter.
We meet every month on the second Tuesday at the Pflster Hotel and

from the way things look now we are over the hardest part of the work. I

know what building up a chapter is as I am a charter member of the Beta-

Psi Chapter of Kappa Psi at Madison, Wisconsin, We are attempting to

make talks and papers by our members features of our meetings; and
refreshments in the form of luncheons the means for bringing our mem

bership out.
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GAMMA

Correct addresses for the following will be appreciated. Frederick
Derscheidt, '01; William Hubner, '01; Arnold Stewart Breaky '06-
Arthur Wilham Eade, '06; C. W. Dunn, '11; George C Deftaa' '12-
Wright Silas .Mussen, '12; Edsel M. Drurv, '13; Carl Henry Hergert '14-
G. D. \ irden, '15; W. Bacon, '17; li.irold llarwoo.l, '17; Joseph J. Frisco'
20, and John Bruefriend.
Fred Alter, '20, of Elizabeth New- Jersey was married on October 15
l-eo Francis Gurry Is with the Sullivan and Slauson Company at 255

t.enesee Street, Utica, New 'S'ork.

KAPPA

W. H. Timmons may lie reached cue of M;irshairs Drug Store, Ninth
and Euclid Streets, Clevelanil, Ohio.

UPSILON

Noble C. .Massey is located at Augusta, Arkansas, in the l^ed Cross
Drug Company.

BETA-BETA

Albert Metzger is with the Kenmore Drug Company at Kenmore
Ohio.
Brother Kaiser is at Ohio State University .School of I'harmacy, at

Columbus, Ohio.
Brother Furney is now attending the School of Pharm:icv of Ohio

-Northern University, Ada, Ohio.
Brother McClure is at his home In Wadsworth, Ohio.

BETA-DELTA

C. Lee Huyck Is at present attending the Phil.idelphia College of
Pharmacy.

BETA EPSILON

I.eo J. Brennan, Jr., is located at 5 North Union St., Pawtucket,
Rhode Island.
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BETA-IOTA

G. Horace Coshani, '25, now is at O.S.S Johnson Street, Portland,
Oregon.

BETA KAPPA

The list below gives the correct address for the men listed.

H. .A. Sloan, 405 Fifth Street, Charleroi, Pennsylvania.
G. E. Ellison, 414 Walnut Street, MeadviUe, Pennsylvania.
S. H. Dobbs, 2701 Walnut Street, .McKeesport, Pennsylvania.
W. L. Pullen, Frank's Drug Store, Turtle Creek, Pennsylvania.
C. R. Russell, 1136 Greenfield .Avenue. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania.
E. H. Tinklepaugh, Ruby .Apts., 3227 Hillman Street, Youngstown,
Ohio.
T. F. Regant, '22, a meniber of Gamma Iota Chapter, University of

Buffalo, was a \-isItor during the world serie-=.

G. W. Lawrence, '22, also was down for the fire-works at Forbes Field.

He says everything's rosy In Fredonia.
Robt. Moran, '25, was down for the R. P. exams and knocked them

cold (so we hope).
Wayne S. Styers paid us a flying visit and tried out his "line" on the

hoys. You know he is traveling for Shipley Massingham and making
go=d.
H.\'. George dropped in at the school last week. He was very much im

pressed with the improvements there�everything clean and tidy.
R. G. Meyers, '18, visited school and renewed old acquaintances. He

is located In Hollywood, California, and is doing fine.

John G. Reese, Frank Passalaqua, Simmon Codori and James Stirling
were around to see us. Frank came in to pay his annual dues. He was

the first one to pay his 1926 dues. Have you paid yours?
Bill Pullen, '24, is now managing Frank's Drug Store in Turtle Creek.

He was our treasurer last year, and one of the best we ever had. We wish

to thank him for his good work and wish him luck in his nevv job.
Lee .A. Donaldson, '14, now owns two stores in Etna. Pennsylvania.

Lee is the proud father of an eight pound boy, "Lee, Jr."
C. W. Pesley, '25, is located at 1229 Sherman .Avenue, North Side,

Pittsburgh.
B. N. De France is the proprietor of a fine up-to-date pharinacy at

Cambridge, Ohio.
T. T. Ray, formerly of the Philadelphia Pharmacy. .Altoona, Penn

sylvania, has taken over the managership of the nevv Sitnek Pharmacy of

.Altoona. We wish him success.

Fred Woods, '23, Is managing Hazett's Pharmacy in Springdale. The

country air seems to be agreeing with him.

Joseph L. Heatley is an assistant in the Zoology Department of the

Ilniversity of Pittsburgh.
John Hodgson, '24, was a visitor the other day.
Merrit C. Schultz is at Ohio State University studying medicine.
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b.,!'\Y o':f "' �''""'^""' '''^""^>'^-^"'-' '^ "- ""i.pv f.�her of a b.iby

..re K^pa'prfir^''' *''^ '"^''-^ ''�����'��'�-�""- -'^^ '*�..'.

Fred La France, former stutlent assl.stant In Ph irni icv I d,r ,
.s connected with the Speck Pharmacy of Johiist,;:-: ^ ""''' '""'

mS. s^::::? i^lc^^r'"'"*^' ''""-''--� ---'>� '>-'>-<^" .'>^

HvSrM:ss;f � '�- *^'^- �'- ^-�' -�'' ^- �'-� ..>^.-. an.1

George Ellison of MeadviUe, is returning to school. In January We

J)?"li"d I^^'l'"'' " ^"T""^ "' '^^�"^'^"'^ Pharmacy, PittsburghDr. Judd IS living at 350 Graham Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsvlvania
4^:; t^eEr-^^ -^'>- �- -- '^^^ -- ^" "--e ^x ^::;;es
..^ ifw!i;tr::j:;';jSi:r ::r�'"" �' '^-^'"'-' -^ -

rimen.

I'l":!:^. "�^^' ^�' ''"-'" ^-^ �^"----' '� "it,, V'imng's

.he sSeS;^;;ji;:,r '"^ "-"^ '^-'^ '^--"-�' �-'^ ^^ �ed In

PeL;i; �::::'^' '''� �^'^ ^^'^'�^' '^ -'" "- ^' �� ^-Is Co., crafton,

vanL^'Se"^^ f":' f'^o' " �'"^"" "^ '^<=-'= '" Brownsv ille, Pennsyl-
r , ^, '!.'�'^^'"' '" '^��"i 4, Snowden Building

^

in U;e^ew';^o^ '^ ""'' '" ''' '"''"' -�'-'^'o^i<'a. Good luck,

syii'"'""''"' """" '^ ''"' '^�"''^""^'"" �^~' '''"^'Hlrgh, IVnn-

nevv m':; ^- ?u'\^" ''^' published a new Manual of Microscopy Muchne material has been added, increasing the size of the original ninuan making ,t the most up-to-date edition of its kind
'

of Car x�'!^'^' '^'' *^' "'''"''"^ '" "'='-'"^" f'- Sobeck, a graduateof Carnegie Tech, on June 30. Mrs. Sobeck Is the daughte^ of DrAdo ph Koenig, who formerly taught Materia Medica at the College t^1 narmacy for many years.
^""igc oi

GAMMA-ETA
Cordon D. Hulet, Is at 4502 Orchard Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

GAMMA OMICRON
L. .S. Carson now is in 1 he gr.idu.iting ,s( hool of Universitv of OH .1,



Write Your Name
in the Hall of Fame

BIG MEN WANTED

Wanted�Four men to give $25,000 each
� ten men to give $10,000 each�twenty
men to give $5,000 each, lOO men to give
$1,000 each and 20 men to give $500
each�

What a Wonderful Opportunity
for the Philanthropically Inclined

"I lie deeds men do live after them!"
.�\nd -what an opportunit)- is presented
here to do something of a lasting nature

for .'American Pharmacy !

One-half of the re(|iiired sum�One Mil
lion Dollars�has already heen sub
scribed. The other half should come

(|iii('klv.

ENDOW A SECTION!

.A plan in being developed
to endow the library, the
laboratories and certain
other sections of the
building. In each will be
placed a bronze tablet
IinmortalizIn,g the names

of those who make these
departments possible.

Send ill your subscription al once lo

DR. H. A. B. DUNNING
General Chairman

Charles and Chase Streets, Baltimore, Maryland



About Banta's
Greek Exchange

o

In "

The ( icissip (if the ( i reeks" de|i;irl
mem (if The Delta l'f.siloii (Jiiarlcrly
the writer recent)}' said in a re\ iew n\

the \-arious trateniit_\- ma.L^azines ;

".Vow let us tmii i.i the iinest ma.ti'a-
zine of them all: II.v.vta'.s Hrkek E.x-
ciiANGE. We wonder \\h,-it lias hap
pened to this sheet. it used to be
good, but the October issue seems like
a real honest-to-goodness mag'azine
lhat ought to com])ete with tbe .\-ortli
.linerican Re-view as well as College
llitinor. .\n\' chapter hoip-e library,
that has not ibis issue on the table, is
really missing the best thing out, nol
e\'en excepting our own Quarterly."
-\n(l then he goes on to devote t\v(.)

pages to an outline of its contents.

The E.vcculivc Chapter of Kappa
Psi realizing the z'alite of tJiis c.v-

ccllcnt publication, urges every

member to become a reader.
Send t'lKU) dollars to George
Banta Publishing Coiiipanw
Menasha. Wisconsin, for a year's
subscription.



INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER OFFICERS
1. Hadiics, t'lcd'ic Buttons, und Recognition Buttons can be purchased

only tlirough the CENTRAL OFFICE. Send such orders directly to:

Dr. A. R. Bliss, Jr., The Almadura Apts., 1489 Poplar Blvd., Memphis,
Term.

Other jewelry and novelties can he purchased from the sole, official
jeweler, L. G. Balfour Co., Attleboro, Mass., direct, if a duplicate of the
order is sent the Central Office. All designs, etc., are copyrighted, and
hence may not be used without official license from the Grand Council.

2. Plaques, bearing either the Coat-of-Arms or the Insignia in bronze.
can be purchased ONLY from the sole, official jeweler, L. G. Balfour Co..
.\ltlebnro, Mass. The designs are copyrighted.

3. Stationery, Dance Orders, Menu Cards, etc., can be purchased
ONLY from the sole, official stationer, L. G, Balfour Co., Attleboro, Mass.
Designs of badges, coat-of-arms, insignia, etc., are all copyrighted.

4. Flags, Pennants, Banners. Pillow Covers, Skull Caps, Arm Bands,
etc., can be purchased ONLY from the sole, official manufacturer, Th*
Aetna Flag & Banner Co., 125 E. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

5. Constitutions & By-laws, Rituals, Paraphernalia, Membership Record
Cards, Separate Leaf Forms for Secy. & Treas. Books, Transfer Cards, and
I'ledge Cards can be secured only from the Central Office.

6. Membership Certificates are issued only hy the Central Office
through Chapter Secretaries to members in good standing with both
Ciiapter and Grand Council at the time of graduation.

7. The Per Capita Tax or Grand Council Dues, consi'^ting of SOc per
montK, for the months of Oct.. Nov., Dec, Jan., Feb., Mar., April and
May (eight months) of each session, per active member, must be paid to
the Grand R. & E., Dr. A. R. Bliss, Jr., using- the regular per capita
forms provided by that Grand Officer.

8. The Agora Assessment of $4.00 per year for each Collegiate
Chapter must also be paid to the Grand R. & E., Dr. A. R. Bliss, Jr. Space
for this is provided on the per capita forms. It must be paid by Feb. 1.

9. The Grand Council Membership Fee of $2.00 for each and every
initiate must be paid to the Grand R. & E,, Dr. A. R. Blis?, Jr., immediately
following iuitiatioii. Space for this fee is provided on the per capita forms.

10. Life Subscriptions to The Kappa Psi Mask must be paid to the
Central Office by ALL members. See the Constitution for details.

11 Membership Record Cards (two for each initiate) must be filled
out at the time of initiation, and one sent to the Central Office and the
other kept in the chapter file.

12, Annual Officers' Report Forms, due in February of each session,
may be obtained from the Central Office.

13. Chapter Letters must be sent the Central Office by chapter historians
I'v the dates requested. Chapters unrepresented by letter are liable to a fine
of $10.00.

14. The Kappa Psi Mask is mailed chapters in bulk, c/o the Historian
who is responsible for the delivery to active members. Requisition for the
numher required must be made to the Central Office at least three week=
before date of issue (Jan.. April, July, and Nov."). The summer issue is
mailed to individual members IF a summer mailing list is furnished by
the chapter; otherwise no copies are mailed.

l.S, Coatof-arms or Insignia inserts for college annuals are furnished by
the official publishers�Geo. Banta Pub. Co., Menasha, IVis.

16. Hat Bands.�Order from Wick Narrow Fabric Co., 931 Market St..
Philadelphia. Pa.

NO PERSON IS A MEMBER OF KAPPA PSI UNLESS HIS
GRAND COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP FEE, HIS PER CAPITA TAX (to
date). AND HIS LIFE SUBSCRIPTION TO The Kappa Psi Mask (or
installments to date) ARE PAID. .\XD A MEMBERSHIP RECORD
CARD HAS BEEN FILED WITH THE CE\TR.\L OFFICE. THERE
ARE NO EXCEPTIONS.
If an officer find^ his duties interfere with his college work he should

.T^k liis ciiapter to eive him an assistant who, besides helping him, will be
trained to succeed him.
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NOTICE: CASH MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS. NO C.O.D.s

New Price List: Kappa Psi Hatljjes and Guards
Ml.AiN, polished or Romnn. beveled bonier; or chased or ruiygei limiltr; witli two

rubies in the eves of Mask $ 4.50
�ROWN SET BADGES:

\\'hoIe Pearls, Opals, or Garnets (or any combination of these alleMintely or in
corners) 14.50

Whole Pearls with Ruby corners. .. 17.00
Whole Pearls with Emerald corners. . . 21 Sn
U'hole Pearls with Diamond corners. . . . . 50 00
Whole Pearls and Rubies alternately.. . 22 84
Whole Pearls and Emeralds alternately .. 3 1 08
Whole Pearls and Diamonds alternately .. 94 50
Emeralds and Diamonds alternately ..112 62
Rubies and Diamonds alternately... .10.195
Emeralds with Diamond corners.. .. 76 23
Rubies with Diamond comers... . 65,84
Diamonds with Emerald corner-;. 149.00
Diamonds with Ruby corners 1-15.54
Diamonds, entire .1/4 25

Sar^phire moiniting. same piices as i ulnc-
Koth eyes of Mask set with�

Brilliant Cut Diamonds, extra cost. . K' On
Rose Diamonds, best qnalitv. extra cosi . . , 6 Ofi

Platinum Setting: $25.00 additional. I8K White Gold: $5.00 additional.

CHAPTER GUARDS: Small or Medium r,arge
Single Letter�Plain Gold . $2.63 $2,89

Close set pearl 4.20 5.25
Crown set pearl 5.7R 735

Double Letter�Plain gold .. 3.68 4.20
Close set pearl 7 3^ 8.40
Crown set pearl 10 50 12.60

Additional price per sione
Rubies. $0.53 Emeralds. $0.79 Diamonds. $3.15
The Fraternity coat-of-arms with safety clasp and guard chain attachment may

lie hnd if preferred They are furni'-ilied in cobl in the miniature size at $2 63 or tlic-
Miediuni size at $3.15.

IRK White Gold $2.63 additional
Platinum Settings�Single Letter 5.25 additional
Platinum Settings�Double Letter 10. .50 additional

Ml jewels are carefullv selected and matched and of b- ill-ant cut. The badges are of
'�iK pold and are provided with safety catches. Three initials and chanter letters will hp
BPF'-rtved on tbe back*; free of charfje IF cash accompanies order. All badges are made
with Hie ATpck �-a'c^-d In eold and a rubv inserted in each eve.

PLEDGE RUTTO^^S will '>p furnished for 35c aoJ^ce Tbe'^f are made of gold plat.-
iia'-d French emmrl. rinA a solid back. Each chapter should have a supply of thef^r
liMttin*; on b^'nd a� th*" nronertv of The chanter.

PT7por,VT-rTr>�T T^TH'TONS. 75c e^cb
WALL PT.AQ^''ES: Tn-^icrni.i nr Cont nf arms in Lmii^p, $5.50 oacli.

TERMS
ALL ORDERS MUST BE SENT TO THE G. R. & E.. DR. A. R. BLISS JR

THE ALMADl'RA APTS.. 1489 POPLAR BLVD. MEMPHIS. TENN No jewelers
will furnish Kappa Psi badges. CASH MUSI ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS

Kappa Ps! jewelrv other than badges M L>'l he otdcieil tt nin tlit U l-FICl Al. K.-\r[' \
PSI JEWELER�there is only one�The L. G. Balfour Co.. Attleboro. Mass., and a

duplicate order sent the G. R. & E.





Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity ResSalia
WIku U.dciiciR
mention Item No.

OFFICERS" SASHES: Set of twelve, al! of adopted regulation patterns,
and edged with silk br?.id, with correct emblein embroidered in golden-
yellow silk on each, as follows:

1 One, only, scarlet sash of fine satin, golden-yellow braid, emblem "A."
2 Eleven�grey sashes of tlannel, scarlet braid, emblems, one each as follows:

Greek letter Omega, Palm 99, Short Greek Sword. Shield and Wre:ith,
Crossed Long Greek Swords, Crossed Short Spears, Crossed Pens, Crossed
Keys, Mask, Eye, Greek letters "Kappa Psi."

3 Sasbfs. any oE above�each $3.30, per set of 12 $35.75
5 MEMBERS' COLLARS: (Optional). Lined and interlined, cadet-gray

flannel, scarlet silk braid on both edges, no emblems. Eacii $2.25. Per
dozen. $22.25.

MEMBERS ROBES: (Optional).
Loose fitting, plain draped gowns with hood and cotton cord ; waist girdle all
of solid black with double facing bands of scarlet sateen down front, each
decorated with a scroll design worked in narrow silk braid (smitacbe) of gray
on the scarlet facing.

10 Cambric, trimmed with sateen, any quantity, each. . . $5.90
1 1 Cotton cashmere with sateen, any quantity, each 6.60

Or same as above with the gray soutache scroll design omitted.
14 Cambric, trimmed with scarlet sateen, any quantity, each $4,85
15 Cotton Cashmere, with scarlet sateen, any quantity, each $5.65
18 TRIANGLE (one required), wooden, painted alternating colors, scarlet and

gray, each $1.40
SPEARS: (two required). Each with seasoned shaft.

Each Pair
27 Gilt bronzed wooden point and ball $1.10 $2.20
28 Polished brass point and ball 1.15 2.30
29 Nickel plated metal point and ball 1.30 2.60
30 Nickel plated metal point and ball 1.45 2.90

GRECIAN SHORT SWORD: (one required).
31 Leather scabbard, Grecian hilt, steel blade, brass mounted handle and trim

ming�with stud for belt throg, each $5.80
BELT, FOR SWORD: (one required)

33 Shoulder sling style�heavy webbing, leather throg $1.30
34 Shoulder rling style�all leather, leather throg 2.00
35 W^aist belt style�heavy leather 1^ inch wide, plain metal plate, leather

throg (advise color black, brown, red) 2,95
BALLOT BOX: (one required). Exclusive of ballot.'; (See next item).

37 Full secret swan neck pattern, walnut . .$7.50
38 Full Secret, hinged lid pattern, quartered oak.. . 3.50
39 Semi secret, oak ... 1.50

BALLOTS: 50 assorted black and white.
A I China, glazed, per set of 50 25
42 Rubber-noiseless�black cubes, white balls, per set of 50 75

GAVELS: (four required).
Each Per set of four

45 Oak $.40 $1.60
46 Walnut 1.00 4.00
47 Rosewood L50 6,00

HOODWINK: (one required). Each equipped with strap to adjust size,
and spring attachment to effect quick removal or replacement,

50 Leather, velvet lined, metal eye caps are permanent, each $1.88
51 Similar to 75799 but metal eye lids can be turned open, permitting clear

vision without removing hoodwink, each $2.10
52 Special pattern�permits clear view, or shows through red lens, or shuts oul

light completely $2.50
CHAPTER SEAL�Heavy lever stand.

5 5 Circular die, 1^4 inch diameter, plain lettering, no emblem or Greek
characters $5.25

56 Circular die, 2 inch diameter, plain lettering, no emblem or Greek
characters $5.25

Order from: IHLING BROS.-EVERARD CO.
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN

Sile Manufacturer of K !� Rcg.-ili.r



ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE APPOINTMENT OF A

NEW OFFICIAL MANUFACTURER OF KAPPA PSI

FLAGS, PENNANTS, BANNERS. PILLOW COVERS.

ARM BANDS. SKULL CAPS, ETC.. WILL BE MADE

SHORTLY

Kappa Psi Hat Bands
$12.00 per dozen. Order in

dozen lots from:

WICK NARROW FABRIC COMPANY
HAT BANDS�TAPES�RIBBONS

931-37 Market Street

PHILADELPHIA. U. S. A.

Kappa Psi Paraphernalia

NOW AVAILABLE

OfFicer.s .^aslie.s and insignia ; gavels ; ballot box

winks; members' collars; gowns; canvas sheets;
.seals. Place orders directly with

; hood-

chapter

IHLING BROS. EVERARD CO.
KALAMAZOO. MICHIGAN
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